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Lay Abstract 

Controlled Rocking Steel Braced Frames (CRSBFs) have been proposed as a high-

performance structural system that resists earthquake forces on buildings. This system has 

the ability to minimize damage to structural members and self-centre the building back to 

its original position after an earthquake, two characteristics that are typically not achieved 

by current conventional systems. However, an assessment of the CRSBF’s overall 

effectiveness cannot be limited to the consideration of only the structural skeleton, as the 

performance of nonstructural components (e.g. architectural elements, mechanical and 

electrical equipment, furnishings, and building contents) that are not part of the structural 

skeleton can have a significant impact on the safety and economic performance of 

earthquake resisting systems.  

This thesis compares the demands on nonstructural components in buildings with CRSBFs 

to their demands in a more conventional system during earthquake motions. The results 

show that the trade-off for avoiding damage to structural members in the CRSBFs is often 

higher demands on the nonstructural components. 
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Abstract 

Controlled Rocking Steel Braced Frames (CRSBFs) have been developed as a high-

performance structural solution to resist seismic forces, due to their ability to minimize 

structural damage and self-centre the structure back to its original position after an 

earthquake. A CRSBF is intentionally allowed to uplift and rock on its foundation, which 

acts as the nonlinear mechanism for the system rather than member yielding and buckling. 

While the CRSBF is in the rocking phase, the response of the system is controlled by 

prestressing which anchors the frame to the foundation and energy dissipation devices 

which are engaged by uplift. Although CRSBFs have shown promising structural 

performance, an assessment of the overall effectiveness of this system must also consider 

the performance of nonstructural components which have a significant impact on the safety 

and economic performance of the system. 

The purpose of this thesis is to compare the performance of nonstructural components in 

buildings with CRSBFs to their performance in a conventional codified system such as a 

buckling restrained braced frame (BRBF), while also investigating which design 

parameters influence nonstructural component demands in CRSBFs. The responses of 

various types of nonstructural components, including anchored components, stocky 

unanchored components that slide, and slender unanchored components that rock, are 

determined using a cascading analysis approach where absolute floor accelerations 

generated from nonlinear time-history analyses of each structural system are used as input 

for computing the responses of nonstructural components. The results show that the trade-

off of maintaining elastic behaviour of the CRSBF members is, in general, larger demands 

on nonstructural components compared to the BRBF system. The results also show that the 

stiffness of the frame and vibration of the frame in its elastic higher modes are the main 

influencers for nonstructural component demands in buildings with CRSBFs, while energy 

dissipation has a minimal impact. 
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Chapter: 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background: The CRSBF System 

Controlled rocking steel braced frames (CRSBFs) are self-centring seismic force resisting 

systems that have been developed as a high-performance structural solution to meeting 

seismic demands due to their ability to minimize structural damage and residual drifts. 

These two characteristics represent distinct advantages over current conventional codified 

seismic force resisting systems, which rely on plastic deformations in structural members 

and the overall ductility of the system in order to resist earthquake loads. Permanent 

damage to structural members can require costly repairs to the structure, and residual drifts 

can also have a significant impact on the loss estimation and rehabilitation of a structure 

following an earthquake, as it has been suggested that it may become more feasible 

economically to completely demolish and rebuild structures with residual drifts as low as 

0.5% [McCormick et al.; 2008]. Although CRSBFs have shown promise as a high-

performance system, structural performance is not the only consideration in the overall 

assessment of the effectiveness of a seismic force resisting system. One area of research 

that has gained increased attention is the seismic response of nonstructural components, as 

demands on these components have been shown to have a significant impact on the overall 

safety and economic performance of buildings. Therefore, in order to evaluate the true 

seismic resiliency of buildings featuring the CRSBF system, a structure’s ability to 

maintain occupant safety while also minimizing economic losses and recovery time, the 

performance of nonstructural components must also be assessed. 
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Extensive research has shown that CRSBFs have the ability to meet seismic demands at 

and above a design level earthquake while maintaining their self-centring capabilities 

[Eatherton and Hajjar, 2010; Ma et al., 2010; Roke et al, 2010]. CRSBFs replace the braced 

bays of a conventional braced frame system with a frame that lies within the gravity framing 

and is intentionally allowed to uplift and rock about each of its toes, as shown in Figure 

1.1. While the frame remains grounded, CRSBFs resist lateral forces in a similar manner 

to conventional braced frames. However, once the lateral seismic forces exceed the linear 

elastic range of the system, the frame begins to uplift and rock. This uplifting action acts 

as the nonlinear mechanism for the CRSBF rather than the member yielding and buckling 

experienced in a conventional braced frame. Figure 1.1 displays the typical flag-shaped 

hysteretic response of a CRSBF. The base rocking moment, Mb,rock, corresponds to the 

minimum base overturning moment that causes the designed base rocking joint to uplift. 

Once uplift occurs, resistance to the system overturning is provided by the self-weight of 

the frame members and a prestressing cable that anchors the frame to the foundation. 

Although CRSBFs have the potential to carry the tributary gravity loads from the floor 

diaphragms [e.g. Gledhill et al., 2008; Mottier et al., 2018], the CRSBFs analyzed in this 

study were assumed to be decoupled from the gravity loads of the floor diaphragms, and 

thus not carry their loads. This is achievable through a connection between the floor 

diaphragm and CRSBF that is designed to only transfer the lateral seismic inertial loads 

[Latham et al., 2013; Steele, 2019]. Additionally, supplemental energy dissipation can be 

provided by a variety of energy dissipation devices implemented at the column bases that 

are engaged by uplift. The result is a system where nearly zero residual drifts occur due to 
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the self-centring capability of the system, uplift relieves the frame members of large seismic 

demands (allowing them to be designed as capacity protected elements), and energy 

dissipation devices that have experienced permanent damage can be easily replaced. 

 

Figure 1.1 CRSBF Hysteretic Response [after Steele and Wiebe, 2016] 

1.1.1 Higher-Mode Effects 

Although the uplifting mechanism and flag-shaped hysteretic response of CRSBFs provide 

distinct structural advantages, the demands on nonstructural components in buildings with 

CRSBFs cannot be assumed to be similar to those experienced in a conventional braced 

frame seismic force resisting system with distributed plasticity. In past research, nonlinear 

time-history analyses and shake table testing have shown that CRSBFs can experience a 

significant increase in frame member forces (in comparison to the expected forces 

calculated by a modal analysis of the frame using a design level spectral acceleration 

spectrum reduced by the overall force reduction factor, R, of the system) contributed by the 

frame vibrating in its higher modes during the rocking phase of the response [Eatherton 

and Hajjar, 2010; Ma et al., 2010; Roke, 2010; Wiebe et al., 2013]. As an example of the 

increase in member forces due to higher mode effects, Roke [2010] proposed a modified 

modal analysis capacity design procedure to ensure that frame members would remain 

elastic for almost all cases in a numerical study, whereby the modal contribution of the 
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first-mode lateral forces, at a magnitude that would cause the prestressing to yield, was 

amplified by a factor of 1.15, and the modal contributions of the second and third modes 

were amplified by a factor of 2. Therefore, one concern for nonstructural component 

performance in CRSBFs is whether these higher-mode forces will also translate to 

increased acceleration demands on nonstructural components. 

1.1.2 Abrupt Stiffness Changes 

Another concern for nonstructural components in CRSBFs is potential spikes in floor 

acceleration or nonstructural component demand caused at column impact during rocking 

[Wiebe and Christopoulos, 2010; Lin et al., 2012]. As previously mentioned, the CRSBFs 

analyzed in this study were assumed to be decoupled from carrying the gravity loads of the 

floor diaphragms. Nevertheless, even though vertical spikes in floor acceleration at column 

impact are not expected for this type of decoupled CRSBF system, there is still concern for 

lateral floor acceleration spikes. CRSBFs exhibit the behaviour of “clickety-clack” systems 

[Buchanan et al., 2011], where the overall lateral stiffness of the system transfers from a 

low-stiffness experienced during the rocking phase, to a high-stiffness experienced at 

column impact when the frame becomes grounded with the foundation, while occurring at 

a high velocity. In one study, Lin et al. [2012] described multiple sources of anecdotal 

evidence from the February 22nd, 2011 Christchurch earthquake that suggested building 

systems exhibiting this type of pinched hysteretic response, such as concrete shear walls, 

threw building occupants and contents across rooms. Therefore, there may be some concern 

for spikes in floor accelerations, the accelerations of anchored components and the response 

of unanchored nonstructural components during grounding of the CRSBF. However, shake 
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table testing did not show any notable spikes in CRSBF lateral acceleration in a study by 

Wiebe et al. [2013]. Furthermore, although Lin et al. [2012] showed that the demands on 

sliding contents in systems with similar backbone hystereses were not driven by the change 

from low to high stiffness but rather the velocity at incipient sliding, the models of the 

structures captured in this numerical analysis were limited to a single-degree-of-freedom 

(SDOF). 

1.1.3 Previous Studies on Nonstructural Component Demands in CRSBFs 

Dyanati et al. [2014] compared the structural and nonstructural component performance of 

a 6-storey CRSBF with those of a conventional concentrically braced frame by performing 

nonlinear time-history analyses on the two systems in order to build probabilistic demand 

models for interstorey drifts and peak floor/roof accelerations. They developed fragility 

curves for the two systems and for four specific nonstructural components that showed that 

although the self-centring frame experienced better structural and displacement-sensitive 

component performance than the concentrically braced frame, the demands on 

acceleration-sensitive components were larger. Although the study provided an indication 

of the trade-offs between the two systems, the performance of displacement-sensitive 

components was dependent on design decisions which could vary widely, and the 

assessment of acceleration-sensitive components was based on peak floor accelerations 

rather than full floor spectra. A study by Pollino [2014] compared a 3-storey CRSBF to a 

buckling restrained braced frame (BRBF) structure and showed that the peak magnitudes 

of the floor spectra in the CRSBF were similar to those in the BRBF. The study also 

suggested that the floor spectra demands in CRSBFs could be reduced by increasing the 
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frame rigidity, thereby moving the higher-mode natural periods of the CRSBF outside the 

range of frequencies of high-energy content in the ground motions, or by allowing for 

plastic deformation of the frame members. However, the study was limited to a 3-storey 

structure, and both approaches to reduce the floor spectra tend to work against the main 

structural advantages of using a CRSBF. Although both studies provided good indications 

on the performance of nonstructural components in CRSBFs, limitations on the chosen 

design parameters of the CRSBFs, the number of storeys in each structure and the 

assessment of other types of nonstructural components, for instance those that are 

unanchored, represent an area of research that should be addressed in order to provide a 

well-rounded understanding on the performance of nonstructural components in CRSBFs. 

1.2 Background: Nonstructural Components 

In the push towards seismic resiliency, the performance of nonstructural components has 

become a critical aspect of evaluating the effectiveness of various seismic force resisting 

systems. While ensuring the life safety of building occupants, through collapse prevention, 

has always been the primary goal of seismic design, large demands on nonstructural 

components can also pose significant safety risks to building occupants, caused by damage 

to life-safety systems such as fire suppression piping and hospital equipment, or by large 

displacements, impacts, and overturning of nonstructural components such as ceiling 

systems or cladding [ATC, 2012; Comerio, 2005]. The performance of nonstructural 

components can also have significant economic consequences following an earthquake as 

these components typically account for up to 80-90% of the total value of a building 

[Taghavi and Miranda, 2003]. Reconnaissance efforts following past earthquakes, such as 
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the February 28, 2001 Nisqually earthquake [Filiatrault et al., 2001] and February 27, 2010 

Chile earthquake [Miranda et al., 2012], showed that the performance of nonstructural 

components led to a significant portion of economic losses and downtime following the 

events. 

Because nonstructural components can vary by a wide range of sizes, masses, aspect ratios, 

and connectivity to the structure, they can also exhibit a wide range of responses, such as 

vibrating, sliding, rocking, twisting, bouncing, overturning, or other combinations of these 

motions. Therefore, nonstructural components can be separated into two main categories: 

anchored and unanchored components. Anchored components are those that are in some 

way fixed to the structure and can generally be broken down into displacement-sensitive 

components, such as gypsum board walls or cladding, and acceleration-sensitive 

components, such as heating and ventilation chiller units or computer equipment such as 

server cabinets.  

Also important is the performance of unanchored components that tend to exhibit large 

rigid-body motion. This study focuses on the responses of unanchored components that sit 

on the floor and are free to either slide or rock. Although a combination of these two 

response modes is also possible,  for simplicity and ease of comparison of nonstructural 

component demands between structural systems in this study, components with a pure 

sliding or pure rocking response were analyzed separately. The seismic response of sliding 

components that are both unanchored and stocky enough to slide freely relative to the floor 

has been studied by a number or researchers in the past [Shao and Tung, 1999; Choi and 

Tung, 2002; Lopez Garcia and Soong, 2003a; Chaudhuri and Hutchinson, 2005; 
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Hutchinson and Chaudhuri, 2006; Konstantinidis and Makris, 2009, 2010; Lin et al., 2015; 

Nikfar and Konstantinidis, 2017; Van Engelen et al., 2016]. Excessive sliding of these 

components can pose both safety and economic risks during an earthquake. Large sliding 

displacements can lead to the blocking of exit routes, contents sliding off edges, and can 

increase the chance of collision with other building contents. Large sliding velocities 

contributing to large momentum of sliding components at impact can also lead to injury of 

building occupants or damage to the components themselves. The seismic performance of 

slender unanchored nonstructural components that are free to rock can also pose significant 

safety and economic risks during an earthquake. Since rocking components were first 

studied by Housner [1963], they have gained increased attention in proceeding studies [Yim 

et al., 1980; Shenton, 1996; Makris and Roussos, 1998 & 2000; Makris and Konstantinidis, 

2003]. Overturning of rocking components can have severe consequences, as heavy rocking 

components such as cabinets, fridges or shelving units, can cause serious injury and large 

accelerations at overturning impact can lead to damage to the rocking components and the 

contents they hold [Filiatrault et al., 2004; Konstantinidis and Makris, 2009, 2010; Linde, 

2016]. 

1.3 Objectives  

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of nonstructural components in 

CRSBFs with differing base rocking joint and frame designs, and to compare the overall 

performance of nonstructural components between buildings using the CRSBF and BRBF 

systems. Also studied is whether the concerns surrounding nonstructural component 

performance in CRSBFs, that are discussed earlier, truly have a significant impact on 
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nonstructural component demands. In Chapter 2, two different CRSBFs were designed for 

buildings with 3, 6, and 12-storeys, along with a BRBF at each building height. The systems 

were designed to achieve similar median peak interstorey drift performance, as described 

in Section 2.4, thus allowing for a fair comparison of demands on acceleration-sensitive 

nonstructural components. The nonstructural components were analyzed using a cascading 

analysis approach, as described in Section 6.1, where the absolute floor accelerations 

obtained from nonlinear time-history analyses of the structures were used as inputs in order 

to calculate the response of each component. To provide an assessment of a broad range of 

nonstructural components in each system, three types of nonstructural components were 

analyzed in this study: 1) anchored components which were assessed by means of elastic 

floor response spectra; 2) unanchored stocky components which were assessed by sliding 

displacement and velocity spectra; and 3) unanchored slender components which were 

assessed by rocking spectra. 
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Chapter: 2 Design of Seismic Force Resisting Systems 

Two CRSBFs and one BRBF structure were designed for building heights of 3, 6, and 12 

storeys. The structures were located in the Los Angeles area on site class D soil, as per 

ASCE 7-16 [2016]. The short-period site coefficient, Fa, and the long-period site 

coefficient, Fv, were 1.0 and 1.7, respectively. The site had a mapped short-period MCER 

spectral acceleration of SS = 1.5 g and an MCER spectral acceleration of S1 = 0.6 g at a 

period of 1 s. The long-period transition period of the site was TL = 8.0 s. The building was 

designed for a design basis earthquake (DBE), i.e., 2/3 of the intensity of a 2% in 50 year 

maximum considered earthquake (MCE), and the resulting 5% damped elastic response 

spectrum is shown in Figure 2.1 (a). The structural layout of the gravity framing, and brace 

configurations of the 3-storey CRSBF and BRBF structures are shown in Figure 2.1 (b). 

The structure had equal storey heights of 4.57 m and equal bay widths of 9.14 m. Each 

CRSBF consisted of a chevron braced frame that lay inside the columns of the gravity 

framed bays and was designed to have a width of 80% of the bay width. Each BRBF 

consisted of two braced bays per frame with braces that extended the full width of each bay 

and were pinned to gusset plates at the beam-column joints. The number of frames used for 

each building height and for each lateral force resisting system is shown in Table 2.1 and 

Table 2.2. The seismic weights of the floor and roof levels were 10,090 kN and 6,440 kN, 

respectively. 
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Figure 2.1 (a) DBE elastic response spectrum at 5% damping, and (b) 3-storey structural floor plan 

Although the building was assumed to be a Risk Category II structure, a peak allowable 

seismic interstorey drift of 1.5% was chosen for the designs rather than the 2% allowable 

drift prescribed in Table 12.12-1 of ASCE 7-16 [2016]. The reason for this design choice 

was that if CRSBFs are to be used as a high-performance system, it may also be likely that 

designers would seek a higher level of drift performance. 

2.1 Design of CRSBFs Part I: Base Rocking Joint Design 

The design of CRSBFs has typically been broken into two distinct steps: design of the base 

rocking joint, and capacity design of the frame members [Wiebe and Christopoulos, 2015a; 

2015b]. The design methodology set out by Wiebe and Christopoulos [2015a] was used in 

order to design the base rocking joints of the CRSBFs. The first step in the base rocking 

joint design process was selecting the force reduction factor, R, the energy dissipation ratio, 

β (equal to two times the ratio of the overturning moment resistance provided by the energy 

dissipation to the total overturning moment resistance provided by the base rocking joint 

design), and the fundamental period of the grounded CRSBF. The initial R factor for each 

design in this study was taken as R = 8. This value has been recommended by several 

researchers [Ma et al., 2010; Roke, 2010; Eatherton et al., 2014] and is also the maximum 
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force reduction factor provided in ASCE 7-16 [2016] for any seismic force resisting system. 

However, other researchers have shown that CRSBFs can meet drift and collapse criteria 

at even larger R factors [Wiebe and Christopoulos, 2015a; Steele and Wiebe, 2017] and 

therefore design iterations with R values of up to 20 were considered. Two different values 

of β (25% and 90%) were used for each building height, as listed in Table 2.1, in order to 

compare demands in two CRSBFs with wide variations in supplemental energy dissipation. 

An initial prestressing ratio, the ratio of the initial stress of the prestressing to the ultimate 

stress of the prestressing, of 15% was also targeted for all CRSBF designs, although this 

design objective needed to be altered for the 12-storey CRSBFs as discussed in Section 2.5. 

In order to get a first estimate of the CRSBF fundamental period, the equation developed 

by Kwon and Kim [2010] for concentrically braced frames was used. After an initial 

estimate, the fundamental period calculated from the OpenSees [PEER, 2015] model 

described in Chapter 3 was used in the base rocking joint design process. 

First, the code reduced lateral forces acting on the structure were determined using the 

equivalent lateral force procedure in ASCE 7-16 [2016]. The base rocking joint must be 

designed to resist the overturning moment caused by the code reduced lateral forces. Since 

the CRSBFs analyzed in this study were assumed to be decoupled from the gravity loads 

of the floor diaphragms, the base rocking moment Mb,rock is equal to the sum of the moment 

resistance provided by the self-weight of the rocking frame members (MW), a friction 

interface energy dissipation device (MED), and the prestressing anchoring the frame to the 

foundation (MPT), as shown in Equation (1): 

𝑀𝑏,𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 𝑀𝑊 + 𝑀𝐸𝐷 + 𝑀𝑃𝑇 (1)  
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For the initial design, MW was assumed to be 5% of Mb,rock [Wiebe and Christopoulos, 

2015a], while MED was calculated using Equation (2): 

𝑀𝐸𝐷 =
𝑀𝑏,𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘𝛽

2
(2) 

Since the moment arm of the friction interface energy dissipation device to the rocking toe 

was known, the necessary activation force of the friction interface device was calculated as 

the force needed to achieve an overturning moment resistance of MED provided by the 

energy dissipation. A friction interface was chosen as it was representative of an energy 

dissipation device with a full hysteretic response, such as friction or yielding elements. The 

remaining overturning moment resistance was provided by MPT. Again, the moment arm 

from the prestressing cable to the rocking toe was known based on whether the prestressing 

was provided at both columns or at the centre of the frame and was used to calculate the 

initial prestressing force needed to provide uplift resistance. The number of prestressing 

tendons was then chosen based on the desired prestressing ratio and/or base rocking joint 

rotation desired before the prestressing would yield. 

A few checks were made to ensure adequate performance of the base rocking joint design. 

Zhang et al. [2018] found that a small secondary stiffness of a SDOF flag-shaped hysteretic 

system does not have a detrimental impact on peak displacements as long as the secondary 

stiffness is not negative. Therefore, to estimate the secondary stiffness of the base rocking 

joint design, the normalized secondary stiffness of the base rocking joint, 𝛼𝑘̅̅̅̅ , was checked 

using Equation (3) [Wiebe and Christopoulos, 2015a]: 

𝛼𝑘̅̅̅̅ = [(𝐸𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑃𝑇/𝐿𝑃𝑇)𝑑𝑃𝑇
2 − 𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝐻𝑤]/(𝑀𝑒𝐻𝑒

2) ≥ 0       (3) 
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where EPT is the Young’s modulus of the prestressing tendons, APT is the total cross-

sectional area of the prestressing, LPT is the length of the prestressing, dPT is the moment 

arm of the prestressing to the rocking toe, Wtrib is the seismic weight tributary to the 

CRSBF, HW is the vertical centre of mass of the floor diaphragms, and Me and He  are the 

effective mass and height, respectively, of the CRSBF idealized as an SDOF [Priestley et 

al., 2007]. Ratcheting of the system can also occur when the self-centring provided by the 

self-weight of the frame and prestressing is not large enough to overcome the slip load of 

the energy dissipation device [Eatherton et al., 2014] and therefore the maximum amount 

of energy dissipation provided must be checked against Equation (4): 

𝑊𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 + ∑ 𝑃𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ≥ ∑ 𝐸𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 (4) 

where Wself is the combined self-weight of the frame members, PTinitial is the initial 

prestressing force, and EDmax is the maximum expected force in the friction interface 

energy dissipation device. Finally, the resistance of the CRSBF to overturning at the 

maximum allowable base rocking joint rotation in order to prevent collapse, θmax, was also 

checked using Equation (5): 

𝑊𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑑𝑊 + ∑(𝐸𝐷 𝑑𝐸𝐷) + ∑(𝑃𝑇𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑𝑃𝑇) > 𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝐻𝑊𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 (5) 

where dW is the moment arm of the self-weight of the frame to the rocking toe, ED is the 

activation force of the friction energy dissipation device, dED is the moment arm of the 

energy dissipation device to the rocking toe, and PTθmax is the force in the prestressing at 

the maximum allowable base rocking joint rotation in order to prevent collapse. Upon 

completion of the preliminary base rocking joint design, the frame members of the CRSBF 

were designed based on the method described in Section 2.2, and the actual self-weight and 
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fundamental period of the CRSBF were calculated using the OpenSees [PEER, 2015] 

CRSBF model. The base rocking joint design was then iterated based on the new self-

weight and period until the capacity design procedure converged on an identical frame 

design. Section 2.4 discusses further iteration of the designs based on the interstorey drift 

results of the nonlinear time-history analysis. 

2.2 Design of CRSBFs Part II: Capacity Design of Frame Members 

The dynamic capacity design procedure developed by Steele and Wiebe [2016] was used 

to design the CRSBF frame members. The dynamic procedure combines the force effects 

from the frame rocking to its ultimate base rotation in its fundamental mode with the force 

effects acting on the frame members due to higher-mode vibrations as the CRSBF rocks. 

This procedure requires an elastic model of the CRSBF that is only pinned about one of its 

toes, to simulate the boundary conditions of the frame during rocking rather than the 

grounded phase. The force effect of the prestressing is captured by attaching a spring 

element at the top of the frame that has an equivalent axial stiffness to the prestressing cable 

and by applying the corresponding prestressing force acting on the frame. The friction 

interface energy dissipation device is captured by adding a point load to the base of the 

column where the device is attached to the foundation. The schematic of the elastic model 

during rocking is shown in Figure 2.2 (a). 
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Figure 2.2 Capacity design: a) elastic model of CRSBF rocking about its toe for modal analysis, b) DBE response 

spectrum and truncated spectrum amplified for higher modes [after Steele and Wiebe, 2016] 

The capacity forces for the frame members are then determined through a two-step process. 

The forces experienced by the frame members as the frame rotates to its ultimate rotation 

in its fundamental rocking mode are captured by applying the code reduced lateral forces 

amplified by the overstrength factor of the CRSBF, Ω, shown in Equation (6): 

𝛺 =
𝑀𝑏,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑀𝑏,𝑚𝑖𝑛

(6) 

where Mb,max is the maximum base overturning moment resistance provided by the base 

rocking joint as the CRSBF rocks to its ultimate base rotation before experiencing fracture 

of the prestressing. Mb,min represents the base overturning moment experienced by the 

CRSBF due to the code reduced lateral forces, which is the moment that the base rocking 

joint was designed to resist. The amplified lateral forces are then applied to the elastic 

model of the frame during rocking and member forces are calculated.  

The next step in the capacity design procedure is capturing the forces due to vibration of 

the frame at higher modes which is performed through a truncated modal analysis 

procedure. Using the natural periods of the model described above, the response spectrum 
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is truncated to only consider the higher modes, as shown in Figure 2.2 (b). Because the 

higher-mode effects have been shown to have a significant impact on the frame member 

forces, the DBE response spectrum is amplified by a higher-mode factor, γHM, to ensure 

adequate elastic performance of the frame. Some studies have shown that considering the 

response spectrum at the maximum considered earthquake (MCE) level is adequate for 

preventing collapse of the CRSBF [Steele, 2019], thus resulting in γHM = 1.5. However, in 

this study the DBE response spectrum was amplified by γHM = 2.0 for the truncated modal 

analysis. This factor was chosen manually, and was generally successful in ensuring that 

during the nonlinear time-history analyses at least 84% of records did not experience 

yielding or buckling of the frame members, while also avoiding substantial overdesign of 

the members, as shown in Chapter 5. 

2.3 Design of BRBFs 

The design of the BRBF structures was also broken into a two-step process, where the BRB 

cores were first designed to resist the code reduced lateral forces based on the equivalent 

lateral force procedure in ASCE 7-16 [2016], followed by a capacity design of the columns 

in the BRBF to remain elastic. In the initial design, R = 8, and the fundamental period was 

estimated based on the approximate fundamental period equation provided for BRBFs in 

ASCE 7-16 [2016]. After the initial design, if the target design drift criterion was not met, 

the R factor was reduced proportionately to the overdesign factor of the BRB cores 

compared to the original factor of R = 8, and the new fundamental period was determined 

from the BRBF OpenSees model. The BRBs were assumed to be pin connected to gusset 

plates at the beam-column connection of each braced bay. The 3, 6, and 12-storey BRBFs 
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consisted of two frames with two braced bays in each frame. The BRB core areas were 

designed to resist the axial forces caused by the code reduced lateral forces based on the 

assumed yield strength of 287 MPa. Although the gusset plate connections were not 

explicitly designed in this study, they were considered in the overall stiffness of the BRBs 

during design and modeling. It was assumed that both gusset plates on either end of the 

BRBs took up a combined 15% of the work point to work point distance between the beam-

column-brace joints of each bay. The gusset plates were assumed to act as axially rigid. 

Also not explicitly designed or modeled, but considered in the overall stiffness of the BRBs, 

were the BRB fins that connect the BRB cores to the pin connection at the gusset plates. It 

was assumed that the fin connections took up a combined 20% of the distance between the 

pin connections, and the area of the fins was assumed to be four times as large as that of 

the BRB cores. This resulted in BRB core yield length ratios (the ratio of the actual length 

of the BRB core to the work point to work point distance of the hypotenuse of the braced 

bay) of 0.68. 

In practice, BRBs are typically proprietary elements that are designed and tested for 

qualification by the manufacturer. This forces researchers to make assumptions on the yield 

strength, secondary stiffness and overstrength of the BRB cores in tension and 

compression. Therefore, to estimate the probable yield stress and tensile and compressive 

overstrength of the BRBs designed and modeled in this study, a study by Saxey and Daniels 

[2014] that characterized the overstrength factors for BRBs into regression equations based 

on the results of laboratory tests on 39 full scale specimens was followed. A yield strength 

of 287 MPa was chosen for the BRBs, as it was the midpoint of the range of yield strengths 
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tested in the Saxey and Daniels study. Determining the probable forces in tension and 

compression that the BRBs will apply to the frame at the maximum expected displacement 

is necessary in designing the capacity protected elements of the BRBF, such as the brace 

connections and columns. The probable tensile and compressive forces of the BRB cores 

can then be expressed in terms of yield stress, area and the determined overstrength factors, 

as shown in Equations (7) and (8): 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 𝜔𝑅𝑦𝜎𝑦𝑠𝑐𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (7) 

𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 𝜔𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑅𝑦𝜎𝑦𝑠𝑐𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (8) 

where σysc is the yield stress of the BRB core, Acore is the cross-sectional area of the BRB 

core, and Ry = 1.0 as it is assumed in this study that the yield strength of the BRB cores is 

known through coupon testing. Saxey and Daniels [2014] provided regression equations 

for determining the strain hardening adjustment factor, ω, and the compressive strength 

adjustment factor, βcomp, based on the expected axial strain of the BRB core. The resulting 

regression equations based on the average of the laboratory tests of only the pinned BRBs 

are shown in Equations (9) and (10): 

𝜔 = 20.625𝜀 + 1.0413 (9) 

𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = 10.366𝜀 + 0.9981 (10) 

In the capacity design of the columns, it was assumed that each BRB reached its probable 

tensile or compressive force at a strain that was twice the strain experienced by the BRB 

cores at the target design drift of 1.5%. These forces were then applied to the columns in 

the two-bay braced frame and the probable loads were combined with the gravity forces 

acting on each column. Each column was designed according to the standards of AISC 360-

16 [2016]. 
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2.4 Design Iteration Based on Nonlinear Time-History Analysis 

The designs of the seismic force resisting systems were iterated in order to reach similar 

median peak interstorey drifts based on the nonlinear time-history analyses, so that a fair 

comparison of acceleration-sensitive components could be made from the perspective of 

similar displacement-sensitive component performance between the two systems. 

Therefore, following the design of each CRSBF and BRBF, nonlinear time-history analyses 

were conducted, and the median peak interstorey drift from the suite of ground motions 

was calculated at each storey level. If the median peak interstorey drift at the critical storey 

was calculated to be higher than the target design drift, or lower than the target design drift 

by more than 5%, the design was iterated. For the CRSBF, drifts can be controlled by 

altering the base overturning moment that causes uplift of the frame, the amount of energy 

dissipation provided in the base rocking joint design, or the fundamental period of the 

frame. Since the designs considered in this study were to be compared by controlling 

different amounts of energy dissipation, and increasing frame member stiffness would be 

considered to be a more costly design iteration, the CRSBF designs were iterated by altering 

the rocking moment of the base rocking joint design (i.e. increasing or decreasing R). The 

BRBF designs were iterated by increasing the area of the brace cores in order to control 

drifts, which reduced the effective R value of the system. Once the CRSBF base rocking 

joints and BRB cores were redesigned, and a new design of the capacity protected elements 

was completed, the ground motions were rescaled, and time-history analyses were 

reconducted until the desired median peak interstorey drift was satisfied. 
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2.5 Final Design Parameters 

The final design parameters for the CRSBFs and the BRBFs are shown in Table 2.1 and 

Table 2.2, respectively. 3S-β25 represents the 3-storey CRSBF designed with β = 25%. 

Also shown in Appendix A are the final designed frame members of the CRSBFs and 

BRBFs. 

Table 2.1 Final CRSBF structural design parameters 

Design # 

Frames 

R β η # 

Strands 

PT 

Location 

T1 (s) T2 (s) T3 (s) 

3S-β25 2 10.32 0.25 0.15 72 Middle 0.39 0.13 0.09 

3S-β90 2 13.91 0.90 0.15 33 Middle 0.48 0.16 0.12 

6S-β25 4 17.78 0.25 0.15 67 Middle 0.82 0.25 0.15 

6S-β90 4 18.82 0.90 0.15 33 Middle 0.94 0.29 0.16 

12S-β25 4 5.25 0.25 0.40 81 Columns 1.89 0.50 0.27 

12S-β90 4 16.84 0.90 0.09 46 Columns 2.26 0.55 0.29 
Table 2.2 Final BRBF design parameters 

Design # Frames Braced Bays 

Per Frame 

R T1 (s) T2 (s) T3 (s) 

3S 2 2 5.41 0.72 0.32 0.20 

6S 2 2 5.18 1.25 0.50 0.32 

12S 2 2 4.30 2.27 0.84 0.49 

 

For the 3-storey CRSBFs, Mb,rock was reduced in order to bring the peak median drift up to 

1.5%, resulting in R = 10.32 and R = 13.91 for the two designs with β = 25% and β = 90%, 

respectively. In order to successfully satisfy the design requirement of maintaining median 

peak interstorey drifts within 5% of the target 1.5% interstorey drift, the result of using 

much less supplemental energy dissipation in the 3S-β25 design was a higher designed 

Mb,rock, and also a stiffer capacity designed frame than the 3S-β90 design. This suggests 

that the most economical way to control the drifts of CRSBFs may be to provide as much 

supplemental energy dissipation as possible, thus reducing frame section sizes and 
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prestressing strands and detailing. Placing the prestressing at the middle of the frame was 

necessary in order to avoid the large strains that the tendons would have experienced by 

placing the prestressing at the columns, which uplift twice as much as the centre of the 

frame. This becomes even more important for the 3-storey structure which has a shorter 

prestressing cable relative to the other height CRSBFs. In order to resist the initial 

compression imparted in the braces from the prestressing at the top of the CRSBF, the third 

storey braces were designed to be much stiffer than the braces in the storeys below.  

The final 3-storey BRBF design had a force reduction factor of R = 5.41. Although the R 

factor was much smaller in the 3-storey BRBF than the CRSBFs, the fundamental period 

of the BRBF was markedly longer than the fundamental periods of the two CRSBFs. 

The R factors of the two 6-storey CRSBF designs (6S-β25 and 6S-β90) ended up being 

much closer to each other (R = 17.78 and R = 18.82, respectively) compared to the 3-storey 

CRSBFs. Similar to the 3-storey CRSBFs, the 6-storey design with the larger Mb,rock and 

less energy dissipation had a stiffer capacity designed frame and placing the prestressing at 

the middle of the frame resulted in the sixth storey having the stiffest braces.  

The 6-storey BRBF design had a final force reduction factor of R = 5.18. As previously 

mentioned, in order to control interstorey drifts, the cross-sectional area of the BRB cores 

were increased until the median peak interstorey drifts in the critical storey were within 5% 

(and also below) of the target design interstorey drift of 1.5%, with one caveat. The BRBFs 

taller than 3 storeys experienced significant interstorey drifts at the top storeys, which 

meant that the effective R factor of the system needed to be significantly reduced in order 
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to reduce the median peak interstorey drift below 1.5% at the top storey. This resulted in 

drastic overdesign of the BRB cores in the remaining storeys. For this reason, the BRB 

cores were overdesigned by the same factor until the median peak interstorey drifts at the 

1st storey fell below the target design drift of 1.5% (which resulted in a 6th storey drift that 

was still greater than 1.5%). Once this drift performance was achieved at the first storey 

level, the sixth storey BRB core was manually overdesigned until the median peak 

interstorey drift at that level was also below 1.5%. This resulted in sixth storey BRBs that 

were 16% overdesigned based on the core area that would be deemed necessary based on 

the code reduced lateral force distribution of an R = 5.18 design. 

The prestressing for the 12-storey CRSBFs was placed at the columns of the frame and ran 

the full height of the CRSBF. The column location allowed for a lower prestressing force 

than if placed at the middle of the frame since the moment arm to the rocking toe was larger, 

but choosing the column location was also made possible by the fact that a longer 

prestressing cable (due to the taller structure) was not subject to the high strain demands 

that would be seen for shorter cables (as in the 3- and 6- storey CRSBFs). The design of 

the 12-storey CRSBFs also required a deviation from the original design objective of 

maintaining a prestressing ratio of η = 15% for all CRSBF designs. For the 12S-β25 design, 

in order to control peak median drifts an R = 5.25 was necessary. With a small β and 

relatively low R factor, the resulting prestressing force for this design was quite high and 

would have called for an excessively large number of prestressing tendons in order to keep 

η = 15%. For this reason, exceeding a number of prestressing tendons larger than 81 was 

deemed excessive, and the lowest possible η for the design was η = 40%, with 81 
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prestressing tendons. On the other hand, the 12S-β90 design had its own challenges in 

designing the prestressing. Maintaining the same location and length of the prestressing as 

the 12S-β25 design, the number of prestressing tendons could not be reduced enough to 

increase η to the target of 15%. This is because the conservative estimate of the post-uplift 

stiffness of the CRSBF in Equation (3) would become negative if fewer than 44 tendons 

were used for the S12-β90 design. Therefore, 46 prestressing tendons were chosen and the 

resulting prestressing ratio was η = 9%. Although the 12-storey CRSBFs were not able to 

be designed with the consistent prestressing ratio of η = 15%, overall the prestressing ratio 

was not expected to have a major impact on altering nonstructural component performance. 

The 12-storey BRBF design was iterated until reaching a final force reduction factor of 

R = 4.30. Similar to the 6-storey BRBF design explained above, the cross-sectional areas 

of the BRB cores were increased until the first storey drifts were below the target interstorey 

drift of 1.5%. At that point, the 11th and 12th storeys experienced drifts exceeding 1.5%, but 

reducing the R factor further was not successful in controlling these drifts. Therefore, the 

11th and 12th storey BRB cores were manually overdesigned by 12% and 38% based on the 

code reduced lateral forces at R = 4.30, respectively. Although the design iteration of the 

top storey braces in the 6- and 12-storey BRBFs was unconventional, the concentration of 

interstorey drifts at the top storeys of the BRBFs, as shown in Chapter 5, necessitated 

overdesign in order to ensure that no storey experienced an interstorey drift larger than the 

allowable design drift. Furthermore, the overdesign of the top storey braces was a 

conservative design choice, and was not expected deviate the design significantly from an 

expected median BRBF designed using the equivalent lateral force procedure in ASCE 7-
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16 [2016], as the increase in top storey brace stiffness had a minimal impact on increasing 

the interstorey drifts in the storeys below. 
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Chapter: 3 Modeling of Seismic Force Resisting Systems 

3.1 CRSBF Model 

An OpenSees [PEER, 2015] model was used for the nonlinear time-history analyses of the 

CRSBF system. An example schematic of the CRSBF model for the 3-storey structure is 

shown in Figure 3.1 (a). The beam, column and brace members were modeled using elastic 

beam-column elements. An elastic model of the frame members was deemed acceptable 

since the capacity design procedure ensured that for the majority of ground motions, the 

frame members remained elastic during the nonlinear time-history analyses (See Chapter 

5). The stiffness provided by the gusset plate connections at the beam-column-brace joints 

was modeled using rigid elements. Although the brace members were assumed to be pin 

ended to the rigid links of the gusset plates in the calculation of out-of-plane buckling loads, 

in the 2D model this connection was modeled as fixed in plane. A leaning column was 

modeled to capture the P-Delta effects acting on the system. The lateral inertial loads were 

assumed to be transferred from the floor diaphragm (assumed to be rigid) to the CRSBF at 

the centre nodes of the frame where the chevron braces meet. Therefore, the floor masses 

were lumped at the nodes of the leaning columns at each storey and the centre joints of the 

rocking frame were constrained in the horizontal direction to the leaning column nodes. 

The prestressing was modeled using a corotational truss element, combined with an initial 

stress material in parallel with a multi-linear material with a yield strain of 0.0083 and yield 

stress of 1670 MPa. The ultimate strain and stress of the prestressing were 0.013 and 

1860 MPa, respectively. Depending on the location of the prestressing, the prestressing 
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element was attached to either the centre node of the chevron braces or the beam-column-

brace joint at the designed storey. The prestressing was anchored to the foundation using a 

tension-only gap element which worked as a hook connection that allowed the prestressing 

to develop tensile stresses but did not provide a reaction force when the prestressing truss 

element attempted to develop compression stresses. The friction interface energy 

dissipation devices were located at the bases of each column and were modeled using an 

elastic perfectly plastic element with an essentially infinite first stiffness which allowed the 

friction device to activate once the slip load had been surpassed, and a constant friction 

force was applied in the secondary stiffness range. The friction interface energy dissipation 

elements at the column bases were modeled using elastic-no tension horizontal and vertical 

gap elements that were essentially rigid in compression. These elements provided the 

foundation supports to the rocking frame while also allowing the frame to freely uplift 

during rocking. A Rayleigh damping model with damping factors proportional to the 

tangent stiffness and mass of the system was used by applying an inherent damping ratio 

of 2% to the first two modes of the CRSBF. Full details of the OpenSees model can be 

found in Steele and Wiebe [2016]. 

 

Figure 3.1 OpenSees model schematics: (a) CRSBF [after Steele and Wiebe, 2016], (b) BRBF  
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3.2 BRBF Model 

The BRBFs were also modeled in OpenSees [PEER, 2015], and a schematic of the model 

is shown in Figure 3.1 (b). Similar to the CRSBF, the columns were modeled as continuous, 

with elastic beam-column elements and rigid offsets mimicking the gusset plate beam-

column-brace connections. The beams were modeled as axially rigid in order to represent 

the assumed rigid floor diaphragm. A leaning column was also provided and was connected 

to the frame through axially rigid truss elements. 

The BRBs were modeled to match the equivalent lateral stiffness and probable forces 

discussed in the assumptions of the BRBF design in Section 2.3. The BRBs were modeled 

using truss elements that were pinned to the beam-column-brace joints of the frame. In 

order to represent the true axial stiffness of the BRBs, the area of the truss elements was 

increased based on the equation for equivalent stiffness of springs in series. Based on the 

assumed gusset plate length, and BRB fin connection length and area, the area of the BRB 

truss elements were increased by a factor of 1.3841 times the designed BRB core area. In 

order to provide further validation to the equivalent stiffness method used, a separate BRB 

brace model was developed. In this model the gusset plates and their lengths were explicitly 

modeled with rigid elements and the BRB fins were modeled with their exact lengths and 

the assumed area of 4 times the BRB cores, and were pinned to the gusset plate elements. 

The BRB core itself was modeled with two elements in parallel that were fixed to the fin 

connections. The first element was modeled with a force-based beam-column element 

where the cross-sectional area was built out of fibre sections. This element represented the 

true axial stiffness and strength of the BRB core. The second element in parallel was an 
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elastic beam-column element that was modeled with essentially zero cross-sectional area 

but was essentially rigid in flexure. The purpose of this element was to take any flexure 

that the force-based beam-column element might take while not contributing at all to the 

axial stiffness or strength of the core. This was done to ensure that the BRB core could act 

as a truss element while still having the fixed end conditions of the core to the fin 

connectors. The hysteretic response of this model was compared to that of the equivalent 

truss element model as shown in Figure 3.2. The cyclic pushover of the BRBs based on the 

protocol for qualification of BRBs described in AISC 341-16 [2016] showed nearly 

identical agreement between the hysteresis loops, with the exception being that the 

parallelized beam-column BRB model experienced slightly larger yield strains at each post 

yield cycle due to the fact that the full length of the truss element experiences the strain of 

each interstorey drift cycle. Nevertheless, both models experienced nearly identical yield 

strains and stress at any given strain in the hysteresis loop. Therefore, the equivalent truss 

element model was used in the nonlinear time-history analyses due to its simplicity and 

economic run time, while not being expected to hinder to accuracy of the results. 

 

Figure 3.2 Calibration of BRB Brace Hysteresis in OpenSees comparing the equivalent truss element to parallelized 

beam-column elements 
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The hysteretic response of the BRBs was calibrated based on the results of the regression 

equations characterizing BRB overstrength factors developed by Saxey and Daniels [2014]. 

The truss elements were modeled using the Steel02 Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto material in 

OpenSees. The elastic modulus of the material was assumed to be 200 GPa and the 

secondary stiffness of the steel was assumed to be 2% of the elastic stiffness. The Steel02 

material provides separate isotropic hardening parameters in tension and compression that 

increase the yield envelope of the hysteresis based on the specified portion of the yield 

strength. Because the overstrength regression equations calculated by Saxey and Daniels 

were based on the peak brace stresses experienced during experimental testing of BRBs 

that typically go through the loading protocol for qualification of BRBs described in AISC 

341-16 [2016], the isotropic hardening parameters in tension and compression were chosen 

based on a trial and error method whereby the modeled BRB was put through the loading 

protocol for BRB qualification. The hardening parameters, which represent the increase in 

the tension or compression envelope in proportion to the yield stress in cycles post yielding, 

were adjusted until the modeled BRB strengths in tension and compression at the furthest 

loading cycle, matched tensile and compressive overstrength estimated by the regression 

equations in Saxey and Daniels. The final isotropic hardening parameters in tension and 

compression were about 0.032 and 0.066, respectively. Because the target drift of the 

design was 1.5%, the BRB core strain at twice the design drift was calculated and this strain 

was used in the regression equations to calculate BRB overstrength stresses of 396.5 MPa 

and 464.1 MPa. 
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Chapter: 4 Ground Motion Selection and Scaling 

The FEMA P695 Far-Field record suite of 44 ground motions (two horizontal directions 

from 22 earthquake motions) [ATC, 2009] was used in the nonlinear time-history analysis. 

Prior to any scaling, normalization factors for each ground motion are provided in FEMA 

P695 that normalize the records to their peak ground velocities in order to remove unwanted 

variability between records due to differences in magnitude, site conditions, location and 

type of earthquake, while still maintaining the record-to-record variability needed to 

capture a wide range of response amplitudes and frequencies. Although FEMA P695 calls 

for the ground motion suite to be scaled to the fundamental period of the structure, this 

method would result in different scale factors for each design, making it difficult to draw 

comparisons between nonstructural component demands. Therefore, once the ground 

motions were normalized, for each separate building height the entire record suite was 

scaled by one scale factor for each set of 3, 6 and 12-storey designs, such that the mean 

squared error of the median spectral acceleration of the suite compared to the DBE spectral 

acceleration spectrum was minimized within a period range of 0.2 times the smallest of the 

fundamental periods of the three designs to two times the largest of the fundamental periods 

of the three designs. This was a modification of the scaling method suggested in ASCE 7-

16 [2016] which scales within the aforementioned range of periods for a single design. 

Scaling within this range of periods not only provided a ground motion suite representative 

of all three designs at a given storey height, but also ensured that each design at a given 

structure height experienced identical intensities for the purpose of comparing 
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nonstructural component demands. The scale factors for the 3, 6, and 12-storey structures 

were 1.43, 1.49 and 1.68, respectively, and an example of the scaled response spectrum is 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 3-Storey DBE response spectrum and scaled ground motions  
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Chapter: 5 Nonlinear Time-History Analysis Structural Results 

The interstorey drift profiles, residual interstorey drifts and brace forces for the 3, 6 and 12-

storey structures are shown in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, and Figure 5.3, respectively. 

 

Figure 5.1 3-storey CRSBF and BRBF nonlinear time-history analysis structural results 

 

Figure 5.2 6-storey CRSBF and BRBF nonlinear time-history analysis structural results 
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Figure 5.3 12-storey CRSBF and BRBF nonlinear time-history analysis structural results 

The fundamental rocking mode dominates the displacement response of the CRSBFs. This 

is evident especially in the 3- and 6-storey CRSBFs which have nearly uniform drift 

profiles. In the 12-storey CRSBFs, although the interstorey drifts are still more uniform 

than in the BRBF throughout the height of the structures, the median interstorey drifts tend 

to increase from the lower to higher storeys of the CRSBFs. As the height of the CRSBF 

increases, the rocking frame becomes more flexible and although the rocking mode still 

dominates the displacement response, the deformations of the frame members contribute 

more to the interstorey drifts for the taller, more flexible frame. On the other hand, the 

BRBFs experience a much less uniform drift profile, where interstorey drifts seem to 

concentrate at the lower and upper storeys rather than the middle storeys. The BRB cores 

are designed with identical overstrength factors (with some exceptions, see Section 2.5) 

based on the code reduced lateral forces. This results in significant overstrength and 

markedly lower interstorey drifts in some of the middle storeys of the BRBFs. Nevertheless, 
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the results showed that yielding still occurred at all storeys, for all BRBF designs, at DBE 

intensity. Therefore, in terms of drift profile, there are both advantages and disadvantages 

that can be argued for both systems. The uniform drift profile of the CRSBF can be seen as 

an advantage to designers who do not need to worry about drifts concentrating at any one 

storey. The designer also has much more control over reducing the drift response of the 

CRSBF as increasing the rocking moment of the system may result in marginal changes in 

system cost (as long as the capacity design of the frame members is not significantly 

changed), whereas greatly increasing the stiffness of the BRB cores may be unfeasible. 

However, as long as the redundancy of the BRBF is not so great as to significantly drive 

up the cost of the system, the non-uniform drift profile of the BRBF can be seen as an 

advantage, as only a few of the storeys would experience demands on displacement-

sensitive nonstructural components that reach the design limit. 

The residual drift performance between the two systems shows one of the main structural 

advantages of using a CRSBF. As shown at all structure heights, the self-centring 

capabilities of the CRSBF brought the residual displacement of the system to essentially 

zero at the DBE level. Conversely, for the BRBF structures the largest median residual 

interstorey drifts experienced at any storey were 0.38%, 0.34% and 0.39% for the 3, 6, and 

12-storey structures, respectively. Furthermore, the percentage of ground motions that 

caused at least one storey to experience a residual drift of greater than 0.5% (a value that 

can suggest it is more feasible economically to completely demolish and reconstruct the 

structure [McCormick et al.; 2008]) was about 45%, 50%, and 66% in the 3, 6, and 12-

storey BRBFs, respectively. The large percentage of ground motions with excessive 
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residual drifts in the BRBF could play an important role in the comparison of nonstructural 

component performance between CRSBFs and conventional seismic force resisting 

systems as nonstructural component performance may not have a significant impact on the 

expected losses of the building if significant reconstruction or demolition is necessary. 

Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, and Figure 5.3 also show the peak compressive brace force 

experienced in the CRSBFs at each storey, and the corresponding buckling loads of the 

braces. The results show that the capacity design procedure was successful in maintaining 

an 84th percentile of braces remaining elastic during the nonlinear time-history analyses, 

with the exception of the 12S-β25 design. For the 3-storey CRSBFs, no ground motion 

produced brace forces large enough to exceed the buckling load of any member for either 

design. For the 6-storey CRSBF designs, no more than two out of 44 ground notions caused 

brace buckling at any storey in the 6S-β25 design and no more than six ground motions 

caused brace buckling at any storey in the 6S-β90 design. For the S12-β90 CRSBF, no more 

than three ground motions caused a brace to buckle at any one storey. However, for the 

12S-β25 design, the 10th storey had eight ground motions that caused brace buckling, and 

the 12th storey had 13 ground motions that caused braces buckling. Nevertheless, brace 

buckling still did not occur in a majority of the ground motions and in terms of collapse 

capacity, Steele [2019] has shown that CRSBFs can achieve adequate collapse performance 

even with an average number of braces buckling. Therefore, as the purpose of this study is 

to analyze the performance of nonstructural components, the use of a model with elastic 

beam-column brace elements is not expected to have a significant impact on the drift or 
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acceleration performance of nonstructural components even in the S12-β25 design, 

especially when analyzing these components at an average level. 

Finally, the hysteretic responses of the first storey BRBs are also shown in Figure 5.1, 

Figure 5.2, and Figure 5.3, for ground motions that experienced near median interstorey 

drift demands at the DBE level. The results show that at DBE level the BRB cores 

experienced significant yielding, whereas at ¼ DBE intensity the 3- and 6-storey BRBFs 

experienced no yielding at the first storey and the first-storey BRBs in the 12-storey BRBF 

just barely reached their yield stress for a few cycles. The impact of the amount of BRB 

yielding on nonstructural component performance is discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter: 6 Performance of Nonstructural Components 

6.1 Overview of Nonstructural Component Analysis Procedure 

As similar median peak interstorey drifts were achieved for each of the designs, 

displacement-sensitive nonstructural component performance was chosen as a controlling 

variable in the comparison of the nonstructural component performance between the 

various structures, and comparisons of the demands on anchored and unanchored 

components that were susceptible to the acceleration of each floor were used to assess the 

overall nonstructural component performance. The three types of components studied were 

acceleration-sensitive anchored components, unanchored sliding components and 

unanchored rocking components. A cascading analysis approach was used to obtain the 

response of each component, which involved applying the absolute floor accelerations, 

obtained from the nonlinear time-history analyses at each storey level, to each of the 

components. Because the CRSBFs analyzed in this study were designed as decoupled from 

the gravity system, vertical accelerations caused by the CRSBF uplifting and rocking are 

not expected to be transferred to the floor diaphragms [e.g. Wiebe et al., 2013], and 

therefore only lateral floor accelerations were considered in this study. In addition, no 

vertical components of excitation were applied to the structure at the ground level during 

the nonlinear time-history analyses. The idealized version of each component type is shown 

in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Idealized anchored and unanchored nonstructural components 

The performance of acceleration-sensitive anchored components was assessed by means of 

elastic floor spectra of peak pseudo-acceleration, with an assumed viscous damping of 

ζ = 2%. Although a viscous damping of ζ = 5% has been commonly used for nonstructural 

components, Kazantzi et al. [2018] mentioned that the limited research on this parameter 

suggests that viscous damping in nonstructural components can lie closer to the ζ = 1-3% 

range for many components. Therefore, in order to obtain a conservative estimate of the 

damping experienced by a wide range of anchored components, a viscous damping of 

ζ = 2% was chosen. Furthermore, while absolute acceleration floor spectra may be 

appropriate for assessing the functional vulnerability of acceleration-sensitive components, 

e.g. anchored components housing electrical, circuit, or chemical components that are 

acceleration-sensitive, the focus of this study is on demands imposed on the base anchorage 

of the anchored nonstructural components, for which pseudo-acceleration is the appropriate 

demand parameter. Nevertheless, because a viscous damping of ζ = 2% was used, the 

differences between the pseudo-acceleration floor spectra generated in this study, and the 

absolute acceleration floor spectra were expected to be minimal. 

A rigid block that was free, and stocky enough, to slide without rocking was used to 

determine the demands on sliding components. The block was subjected to the absolute 

T
n
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α

Anchored Component Unanchored Components
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accelerations of each floor. Coulomb friction was assumed to represent the applied friction 

force to the block from the interface with the floor. The static and kinetic Coulomb friction 

coefficients, µ, were assumed to be identical for simplicity, as previous studies have shown 

that considering the difference between the static and kinetic coefficients of friction in the 

Coulomb friction model does not have a major impact on peak sliding displacements 

[Chaudhuri and Hutchinson, 2006; Konstantinidis and Makris, 2009]. The equation of 

motion governing the response of the rigid sliding block, during sliding, is shown in 

Equation (11): 

�̈� + (𝜇𝑔)sgn(�̇�) = −�̈�𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟,𝑥 (11) 

where u is the relative displacement of the rigid block to the floor, g is the acceleration due 

to gravity, and üfloor,x is the absolute horizontal acceleration of the floor. While the block 

remained at rest, at each timestep, |üfloor,x| > µg was checked to detect the onset of sliding. 

Once sliding was initiated, the response of the rigid block was explicitly solved using 

standard ODE solvers in MATLAB [2017]. An event locator was used to halt the ODE 

solver when the relative velocity between the block and floor became zero, in order to 

determine whether the block stuck to the floor or continued its motion. The peak relative 

displacements and velocities of the rigid block were obtained for varying coefficients of 

friction and the median sliding displacement and velocity spectra are shown in Section 6.3. 

Similar to the sliding component, the pure rocking response of a rigid block was calculated 

using standard ODE solvers in MATLAB [2017] in order to determine the demands on 

unanchored components that were slender enough to rock. Although unanchored 

components have the ability to exhibit a combination of sliding and rocking, the interface 
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between the floor and the block was assumed to have sufficient friction to avoid sliding of 

the block prior to or during rocking. Absolute floor accelerations were applied to the rigid 

block, with equation of motion [Housner, 1963]: 

�̈� = −𝑝2 (sin(sgn(𝜃)𝛼 − 𝜃) +
�̈�𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟,𝑥

𝑔
cos(sgn(𝜃)𝛼 − 𝜃)) (12) 

where θ is the rotation of the block, p = (3g/(4Rblock ))
1/2, and Rblock and α are shown in 

Figure 6.1. Similar to the sliding component, an event locator function was used, which 

detected when the block reached zero rotation during rocking. A coefficient of restitution, 

e, was used to represent the energy lost during rocking impact. When impact was detected, 

the post-impact angular velocity was computed by multiplying the pre-impact angular 

velocity by [Housner, 1963]: 

𝑒 = 1 −
3

2
sin2 𝛼 (13) 

Median rocking spectra were developed at each floor for each system showing the ratio of 

the peak rotation of the rocking block to the slenderness angle, α. A ratio of 1 represented 

a block that had overturned. The rocking spectra are shown in Section 6.4. 

6.2 Acceleration-Sensitive Anchored Components 

6.2.1 Rigid Acceleration-Sensitive Anchored Components 

For anchored components that are considered to be rigid (periods of less than 0.06 s [ASCE, 

2016]), peak floor accelerations (PFAs) provide a reasonable expectation for anchored 

component acceleration demands. Referring to Section 6.2.2, the floor spectra were 

relatively flat in the 0 to 0.06 s period range, although the 3-storey β = 25% CRSBFs did 

see a gradual increase in pseudo-acceleration in this range likely due to the proximity of 
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the third mode period of the CRSBF to the rigid-component period range. Therefore, PFAs 

were deemed an acceptable measure of rigid-anchored component demands for both 

systems. Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of the median peak floor accelerations (PFAs) at 

different building heights and earthquake intensities between the two systems. At DBE 

level for all building heights the PFAs in the BRBF were typically lower than the CRSBFs 

regardless of the amount of energy dissipation provided. Also notable was that at DBE, the 

elongation of natural periods in the BRBF does not allow a magnification of the peak 

ground acceleration over the height of the structure whereas in the CRSBFs the peak floor 

accelerations were typically magnified compared to the peak ground acceleration. The 

average of the median PFAs over all floors above ground level is shown in Table 6.1 for 

each design. The results show that the average of the median PFAs were typically larger 

than at least 0.64 g in the CRSBFs, but were only around 0.4 to 0.5 g in the BRBFs, over 

all building heights. When comparing the two CRSBFs, the 3, and 12-storey CRSBFs 

experienced lower PFAs in the β = 90% CRSBF by 0.09 g and 0.19 g, respectively, but the 

6-storey CRSBFs experienced nearly identical average PFAs, with the β = 25% CRSBF 

having the slightly lower average. Furthermore, the average of the median PFAs in both 

CRSBFs combined were 32%, 39%, and 32% larger than the peak ground acceleration for 

the 3, 6, and 12-storey structures, respectively, whereas the average PFAs were 23%, 19%, 

and 20% lower than the peak ground acceleration for the 3, 6, and 12-storey BRBFs, 

respectively. However, a comparison of the PFAs between the two systems at ½ and ¼ 

DBE intensities shows differing results. At ½ DBE, although the PFAs were still slightly 

higher in the CRSBFs, this difference was greatly reduced compared to DBE level. When 
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observing the ¼ DBE intensity, the PFAs were similar between the two systems, with 

differences of only 0.06 g, -0.01 g (i.e. 6-storey CRSBF PFAs were lower on average than 

the BRBF), and 0.02 g between the average of 3, 6, and 12-storey CRSBFs to the BRBF 

median PFAs, respectively. The PFAs in the BRBF also seem to follow a more linear 

distribution over the height of the buildings, perhaps indicating that the first mode response 

drives the floor acceleration responses whereas the peak floor accelerations in the CRSBFs 

seem to be more affected by the higher-mode periods of the frame since the distribution 

tends to take the shape of the higher-mode periods, particularly the third-mode shape of the 

CRSBF frame. 

 

Figure 6.2 CRSBF and BRBF median peak floor accelerations at DBE, 1/2 DBE and 1/4 DBE 
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Table 6.1 Average median PFA, and pseudo-acceleration at higher-mode rocking periods of CRSBFs, over all floors 

above ground level  

Design Average DBE 

PFA above 

ground level (g) 

Mode 2 

Rocking 

Period (s) 

Mode 3 

Rocking 

Period (s) 

Average 

DBE Sa (g) 

at Mode 2  

Average 

DBE Sa (g) 

at Mode 3 

3S-β25 0.73 0.14 0.10 4.17 3.97 

3S-β90 0.64 0.18 0.13 5.02 2.61 

3S-BRBF 0.40 - - - - 

6S-β25 0.75 0.26 0.15 6.05 2.69 

6S-β90 0.76 0.30 0.17 6.14 2.80 

6S-BRBF 0.44 - - - - 

12S-β25 0.90 0.53 0.28 6.27 3.94 

12S-β90 0.71 0.60 0.30 3.89 3.08 

12S-BRBF 0.49 - - - - 

 

6.2.2 Non-Rigid Acceleration-Sensitive Anchored Components 

In order to assess the performance of anchored components that are not considered to be 

rigid, the median peak pseudo-accelerations for the 3, 6, and 12-storey CRSBF and BRBF 

structures at DBE and ¼ DBE intensity levels are shown in Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4, and 

Figure 6.5. The vertical lines represent the natural periods of each of the structures, with 

either the first or second mode period marked on the figures, and the next higher mode 

periods shown to the left as Tn becomes smaller. 
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Figure 6.3 3-storey CRSBF and BRBF median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 

A comparison of the 3-storey CRSBF and BRBF floor spectra at DBE level showed that 

the peaks in pseudo-acceleration in both CRSBFs generally exceeded at least 4 g near the 

second and third mode periods of the structures, and were larger than those seen in the 

BRBF, which had peak magnitudes of around 2 g at each floor level. Although the largest 

magnitudes in floor spectra of the BRBF did occur near the natural periods of the structure, 

these peaks were much less concentrated than in the CRSBF, as the largest pseudo-

accelerations spread out over a wider range of periods. This capping and spreading effect 

on the pseudo-accelerations is attributed to the elongation of periods in the BRBF as the 

BRB cores experienced significant yielding at DBE level. Because of this spreading effect, 

as the anchored component period became larger than the second-mode period of the 

CRSBFs, there was a crossover point where the pseudo-accelerations between the CRSBFs 

and BRBF became either similar or larger in the BRBF. Also notable was that at periods 

greater than 1 s (not shown on the floor spectra for clarity but can be viewed in Appendix 
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B) the pseudo-accelerations once again became higher in the β = 25% CRSBF than the 

BRBF, with the largest difference being about 1.25 g occurring at a natural period of 1.25 s. 

These observations are notable for the performance of more flexible nonstructural 

components, or vibration isolated components which can have natural periods of greater 

than 1 s. However, this crossover point may be past the relevant range of periods for the 

majority of anchored components, as even the most flexible anchored components are 

estimated to have natural periods upwards of 0.13 s for mechanical equipment, 0.3 s for 

electrical equipment cabinets, and 0.1 s to 0.2 s for a wide range of other electrical 

components [ASCE, 2016]. 

Another observation that may be of interest is the location of the peaks in CRSBF floor 

spectra compared to the locations of the modes of the CRSBF. At almost every floor level 

the floor spectra peaks are located not exactly at, but slightly past the higher-mode periods 

of the CRSBF. Upon further inspection, it was determined that the peaks actually coincided 

with the instantaneous natural periods of the CRSBF during the rocking phase, which are 

calculated using the elastic model of the frame while rocking (see Section 2.2 and shown 

in Table 6.1), rather than the grounded phase. Although these periods are very close to one 

another, because the boundary conditions of the frame change from being grounded to 

anchored at only one toe, the periods increase slightly during the rocking phase. For 

example, the 3-storey β = 25% CRSBF the grounded second- and third-mode periods were 

0.128 s and 0.094 s, whereas the second- and third-mode periods obtained from the elastic 

model of the frame during rocking used for the capacity design procedure were 0.141 s and 

0.104 s, respectively. 
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The average peaks in median pseudo-acceleration over all floors above ground level are 

shown in Table 6.1 at the higher-mode rocking periods for each CRSBF design. The peak 

BRBF pseudo-accelerations were omitted from this table as they did not necessarily occur 

at the higher-mode periods, as shown in the floor spectra for each building height. 

The comparison of the performance of acceleration-sensitive anchored components showed 

a change as the earthquake intensity was reduced to 1/4 of the DBE intensity. In the 

CRSBFs, the large spikes in pseudo-acceleration near the second- and third-mode periods 

of the CRSBF saw a significant reduction. On average, for both CRSBFs combined, the 

peaks were reduced by 72% and 44% at modes two and three, respectively. Although a 

reduction in pseudo-accelerations was noticeable in the BRBF, the reduction was not as 

significant (20% and 38% at modes two and three, respectively). In fact, the distribution of 

the BRBF floor spectra at ¼ DBE began to match the trends of the CRSBF, with more 

defined peaks in spectra at the periods of the structure. At the fundamental mode of the 3-

storey BRBF, the median floor spectra on average were actually 0.26 g larger at the ¼ DBE 

intensity level than at DBE. Referring to the hysteretic response of the 1st storey BRB core 

for a ground motion of median drift performance in Figure 5.1, at ¼ DBE the BRBF 

experienced minimal yielding of the BRB cores and was not relieved from vibrating in its 

elastic modes for the majority ground motion (similar to the CRSBFs). This limited the 

spreading and capping effect seen at DBE level. This was a common trend in the floor 

spectra, as the structural benefit of maintaining an elastic response of the CRSBF frame 

members resulted in higher magnitudes in floor spectra because the frame was allowed to 

vibrate consistently at its original higher-mode periods; an observation that was reinforced 
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by the results of the BRBF at ¼ DBE when the frame experienced minimal yielding. The 

result was a much more similar comparison of the peak magnitudes in floor spectra between 

the CRSBFs and the BRBF structure. However, due to the longer fundamental period of 

the designed BRBF structure, the CRSBFs experienced their peaks in floor spectra at 

shorter periods, which may dominate the range of periods for most anchored components.  

The floor spectra for the 6 and 12-storey structures in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 showed 

similar results and trends to the 3-storey comparison, where the vibration of the CRSBF in 

its second and third modes caused significant peaks in the floor spectra. For the 6-storey 

CRSBFs the average peaks in median pseudo-acceleration were 6.05 g and 2.69 g at the 

second and third modes of the β = 25% CRSBF design, and 6.14 g and 2.80 g at the second 

and third modes of the β = 90% CRSBF, respectively, compared to the peak median 

pseudo-acceleration magnitudes in the 6-storey BRBF that were around 2 g at DBE level. 

As the earthquake intensity was reduced to ¼ DBE, the magnitudes of the floor spectra 

were relatively similar between the CRSBF and BRBF structures, with the exception of 

some floors where the peaks of the CRSBF floor spectra were still slightly larger. Again, 

because the CRSBF had shorter fundamental periods than the BRBF structure the location 

of the peaks in pseudo-acceleration at the higher modes (particularly the second mode) may 

be closer to the range of periods for most anchored components. Also similar to the 3-storey 

structures was the observation that as the natural period extended past the second-mode 

periods of the CRSBFs (into the range of periods for vibration isolated components), the 

magnitudes in floor spectra at both DBE and ¼ DBE levels between the two systems were 
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either comparable, or at times for the 6-storey structure even slightly higher in the BRBF 

structure. 

 

Figure 6.4 6-storey CRSBF and BRBF median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 

At the higher-mode periods of the 12-storey CRSBFs, the peaks in pseudo-acceleration 

were significantly larger than the peaks seen in the BRBF floor spectra. On average, the 

peaks in median pseudo-acceleration were 6.27 g and 3.94 g at the second and third modes 

of the β = 25% CRSBF design, and 3.89 g and 3.08 g at the second and third modes of the 

β = 90% CRSBF, respectively, compared to peak pseudo-acceleration magnitudes that 

were around 2 g in the 12-storey BRBF. As the height of the structure increased, as 

expected the participation of the higher modes of the CRSBF resulted in even larger 

differences in floor spectra magnitudes between the two systems compared to the 3-storey 

structure, with peaks in floor spectra that reached or exceeded about 8 g at multiple levels 

for both the 6 and 12-storey CRSBFs. Although the peaks occurring at the higher-mode 

periods of the CRSBF seem to provide some relevance to the concern that “larger member 
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forces caused by higher-mode vibrations of the CRSBF during rocking may also lead to an 

increase floor accelerations,” the comparison of the concentration of the floor spectra peaks 

to the BRBF structure at DBE and ¼ DBE suggest that these peaks were caused by the 

CRSBFs vibrating in their elastic modes for the entirety of the ground motions, rather than 

the CRSBF having a significantly larger contribution of the higher modes than the BRBF 

structure. 

 

 

Figure 6.5 12-storey CRSBF and BRBF median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 
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Another notable observation was that despite the large differences in supplemental energy 

dissipation provided to the two CRSBFs at each height, the peaks in pseudo-acceleration 

were not consistently smaller in the β = 90% CRSBF designs. For the 3 and 12-storey 

CRSBFs, depending on the stiffness of the capacity designed frame, floor level, and 

anchored component period, although the peaks were typically slightly smaller for the 

β = 90% CRSBF designs, the opposite was also the case at other floors and periods. When 

examining the 6-storey floor spectra, although the locations of the peaks differed, the 

magnitudes of the peaks were very similar between the β = 25% and β = 90% CRSBF 

designs. A comparison of the floor spectra for the two different CRSBF base rocking joint 

designs but having identical capacity designed frames is shown in Section 6.2.3, and 

provides further insight into the influence of the base rocking joint design and frame 

stiffness on CRSBF floor spectra performance.  

Finally, for all structure heights, the floor spectra suggest that specific attention should be 

paid to anchored components in CRSBFs considering, in lieu of floor spectra, ASCE 

permits the use of peak floor accelerations amplified by a component amplification factor, 

varying from 1.00 to 2.50 for a variety of different nonstructural components [ASCE, 

2016], to calculate expected seismic forces acting on the component. If these factors have 

been chosen based on the general trends of floor spectra in seismic force resisting systems 

with distributed plasticity, they would likely underestimate the magnitudes of pseudo-

acceleration that would be experienced for anchored components in a CRSBF. 
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6.2.3 Comparison of Floor Spectra in Different CRSBF Designs 

With reference to the PFAs and floor spectra in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4, and 

Figure 6.5 above, it is worth noting that although the CRSBFs designed with more energy 

dissipation (β = 90%) generally had slightly lower PFAs and spectral pseudo-accelerations 

for the 3 and 12-storey CRSBFs, the differences were not substantial, nor were they the 

case at every storey level or anchored component natural period. Conversely, the 6-storey 

CRSBF saw very similar PFAs and peak pseudo-acceleration magnitudes between the two 

designs. This was a surprising observation considering the large difference in supplemental 

damping, β, a parameter that is often considered to play an important role in reducing 

seismic forces and accelerations. Therefore, to further investigate the influence of the base 

rocking joint and capacity designed frame of the CRSBFs on the floor acceleration 

performance, nonlinear time-history analyses were also performed on two CRSBFs for 

each building height with identical base rocking joint designs as the previous designs, but 

both using the stiffest capacity designed frame (i.e. the β = 25% CRSBF design). Figure 

6.6, Figure 6.7, and Figure 6.8 show the resulting floor spectra of the CRSBFs with 

identical frame members but differing base rocking joint designs, along with the original 

β = 90% CRSBF floor spectra. The 3 and 12-storey floor spectra results suggest that with 

an identical frame, CRSBFs with more supplemental energy dissipation reach slightly 

lower peaks in pseudo-acceleration. However, the differences between the floor spectra for 

the two different 6-storey base rocking joint designs with identical frame stiffness were 

nearly negligible. With reference to Table 2.1, the two 6-storey CRSBF base rocking joint 

designs had very similar effective force reduction factors (R was only about 6% larger in 
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the β = 90% CRSBF compared to the β = 25% CRSBF), whereas the 3 and 12- storey 

β = 90% CRSBFs had R factors that were markedly larger than the β = 25% (about 35% 

and 32% larger for the 3 and 12-storey β = 90% CRSBFs, respectively), meaning that their 

base rocking moments were lower. This suggests that in terms of the base rocking joint 

design, the amount of supplemental energy dissipation has a minimal influence on floor 

spectra magnitudes, particularly in the range of the higher modes of the frame, whereas the 

rocking moment of the CRSBF does influence the pseudo-accelerations, as CRSBFs that 

were designed with lower rocking moments had slightly lower magnitudes in floor spectra 

and peak floor accelerations when considering designs with identical frame stiffness. 

Although more yielding and therefore more energy dissipation had a spreading and capping 

effect on the BRBF floor spectra, the energy dissipation provided in the CRSBF is only 

applied through the friction interface device, which is almost entirely engaged through the 

uplifting fundamental rocking mode response of the frame, and therefore has a minimal 

impact on altering the higher modal properties of the frame. Appendix C displays the same 

floor spectra with natural period range extending to 3 s. Observing the 0.5 s to 1.5 s period 

range in the floor spectra for the 3-storey CRSBFs with identical frames in Figure C.1 

(which might relate to a secant period as the fundamental rocking mode period of the 

β = 25% CRSBF is 1.68 s) might suggest that more energy dissipation can reduce the floor 

spectra between the fundamental grounded frame period and the fundamental rocking 

period. However, the results are less conclusive for the other two structure heights. 

Furthermore, this period range is likely outside the range of relevant natural periods even 

for many isolated nonstructural components. These observations further emphasize the 
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point that for the CRSBF, the frame stiffness, and more so the fact that the frame is able to 

remain elastic and vibrate in its natural modes for the entire ground motion, were what 

drove the peaks in floor spectra for the system. The designed base rocking moment also 

played a small role in the magnitudes of the floor spectra as it altered the amount of time 

that the CRSBF was in the rocking phase during the ground motion. 

 

Figure 6.6 3-storey CRSBFs designed with identical frames, median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 
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Figure 6.7 6-storey CRSBFs designed with identical frames, median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 
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Figure 6.8 12-storey CRSBFs designed with identical frames, median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 

6.3 Unanchored Sliding Components 

Sliding spectra that captured the peak sliding displacement and velocity of components 

with varying µ on each floor were developed, and the median results are shown in Figure 

6.9 to Figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.9 3-storey CRSBF and BRBF sliding component median displacement spectra 

 

Figure 6.10 3-storey CRSBF and BRBF sliding component median velocity spectra 

The 3-storey sliding spectra show that at DBE level the CRSBFs generally experienced 

larger sliding displacements and velocities than the BRBF structure; the exception being 

that at some locations and µ values the β = 90% CRSBF experienced lower peak sliding 

magnitudes than the BRBF structure. For larger values of µ (0.4 to 0.8), the BRBF did not 
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experience any sliding at median levels, while both CRSBFs experienced sliding with the 

exception of the β = 90% CRSBF at the third floor. For smaller values of µ (0.05 to 0.35), 

at all floor levels above the ground floor, the β = 25% CRSBF averaged sliding component 

displacements and velocities that were about 6.7 cm and 20.6 cm/s larger, respectively,  

than in the BRBF, while the β = 90% CRSBF only averaged sliding displacements and 

velocities that were about 0.2 cm and 3.5 cm/s larger than in the BRBF. Although the 

sliding spectra results seemed to follow the general trend of the PFAs, which can be 

observed in Figure 6.2 (i.e. BRBF least sliding, followed by β = 90% CRSBF and then 

β = 25% CRSBF), the differences in peak sliding displacement and velocity were not large 

relative to the significant differences in PFAs. This was especially the case for the β = 90% 

CRSBF and both CRSBFs at low values of µ. For example, the average sliding 

displacement of both CRSBFs combined at the second floor was only 15% larger than the 

BRBF for µ ≤ 0.15, even though the average of the CRSBF PFAs at this level was about 

86% larger than the BRBF PFA. This observation can also be seen at the roof level where 

the average sliding displacement in the β = 90% CRSBF for µ ≤ 0.35 was only 11% larger 

than the BRBF average sliding displacement, despite a PFA that was twice as large. 

Another notable observation at the second floor was that for µ ≤ 0.15 the β = 90% CRSBF 

had lower sliding displacements than the β = 25% CRSBF even though the PFA was 18% 

larger in the β = 90% CRSBF. These results suggest that PFAs are not necessarily a strong 

indicator of peak sliding demands. Also notable was that similar to the acceleration-

sensitive anchored component performance, sliding component demands were generally 

lower for the β = 90% CRSBF than the β = 25% CRSBF. 
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When the earthquake intensity was reduced to ¼ DBE, the sliding displacements and 

velocities were generally comparable or lower in the CRSBFs compared to the BRBF, even 

though the PFAs at ¼ DBE were slightly larger in the CRSBFs. At all floor levels above 

the ground, and for µ ≤ 0.2, the β = 25% CRSBF and β = 90% CRSBF experienced average 

sliding displacements that were about 1.4 cm and 2.1 cm less than in the BRBF, 

respectively. However, although sliding performance at ¼ DBE was either similar or 

generally better in the CRSBFs than the BRBF, the amount of sliding at this intensity was 

minimal and in general at the median level there was negligible sliding at µ values greater 

than 0.2, which would govern the majority of sliding components. 

 

Figure 6.11 6-storey CRSBF and BRBF sliding component median displacement spectra 
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Figure 6.12 6-storey CRSBF and BRBF sliding component median velocity spectra 

Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 show the median sliding spectra for the 6-storey structures. At 

DBE level, the 6-storey CRSBFs had higher PFAs than the BRBF at every floor level, but 

this difference was the most significant at floors three and four and was the smallest at 

floors five and six. For larger values of µ (0.4 to 0.8), the BRBF did not experience any 

sliding at median levels, while both CRSBFs experienced some sliding with the exception 

of floors five and six. For smaller values of µ (0.05 to 0.35), at all floor levels above the 

ground floor, the β = 25% CRSBF averaged sliding component displacements and 

velocities that were about 3.3 cm and 15.8 cm/s larger, respectively, than in the BRBF, 

while the β = 90% CRSBF only averaged sliding displacements and velocities that were 

about 0.4 cm and 15.6 cm/s larger than in the BRBF. Interestingly, although the average 

sliding displacements were slightly lower in the β = 90% CRSBF compared to the β = 25% 

CRSBF, sliding velocities were typically slightly larger in the β = 90% CRSBF, with the 

exception of very low values of µ. Also noticeable was that the difference in sliding 
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velocities between the two systems seemed to be more pronounced than the differences in 

sliding displacement, particularly at floors two to four and the roof level. Considering that 

the difference in PFAs between the two 6-storey CRSBFs on average was only about 

0.007 g, it appears that PFAs are a better indicator of sliding component velocity than 

sliding displacement. Furthermore, sliding displacements and velocities for larger 

coefficients of friction generally followed the PFA trend where floors five and six were the 

two floors where sliding magnitudes were comparable between the CRSBFs and the BRBF, 

whereas sliding component performance was markedly worse in the CRSBF at other floor 

levels. However, at floor 5 where the average PFAs in the CRSBFs were only about 6% 

larger than the BRBF, the average sliding displacement µ ≤ 0.35 were 2.3 cm lower in the 

CRSBFs. This suggests that although sliding demands at DBE were generally higher in the 

CRSBFs, this was likely due to the fact that the floor acceleration demands were markedly 

higher in the CRSBFs, but when comparing floor levels with similar acceleration demands, 

the BRBF system seems to have somewhat larger sliding demands. Past research 

[Konstantinidis and Makris, 2009; Konstantinidis and Nikfar, 2015; Nikfar and 

Konstantinidis, 2017] has shown that for analytical pulse excitations, sliding component 

response correlates better with the so-called persistence of the excitation, which is a 

characteristic length scale of the excitation that is affected linearly by the strength of 

excitation (PFA) and quadratically by period of the excitation. Under earthquake floor 

excitation, the response of the sliding block is more nuanced, but it generally increases with 

PFA and with the period of excitation. Therefore, although it was expected that peak sliding 

demands would be much larger in the CRSBFs based on the PFAs, the differences were a 
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bit more moderate, perhaps due to the longer fundamental period of the BRBF structures. 

Also consistent with the 6-storey structure (compared to the 3-storey structure) was the fact 

that at very low µ values, although sliding magnitudes were still generally larger in the 

CRSBFs than the BRBF, the results were more comparable between the two systems, even 

when the difference in PFA was significant. For example, at the 4th floor for µ ≤ 0.1, on 

average sliding displacements were about 28% larger in the CRSBFs than the BRBF, 

whereas the PFAs on average were 89% larger in the CRSBFs. This trend also applied to 

the sliding velocities but not as significantly, as the average sliding velocities in the 

CRSBFs were about 51% larger for µ ≤ 0.1 at the 4th floor, which was closer but still well 

below the amount that the PFAs in the CRSBFs were larger than the BRBF (89%). This 

suggests that at very low values of µ, the longer fundamental period of vibration in the 

BRBF has a more significant impact than PFA relative to larger values of µ. At ¼ DBE 

again the sliding magnitudes were minimal and generally comparable between the two 

systems. 
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Figure 6.13 12-storey CRSBF and BRBF sliding component median displacement spectra 
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Figure 6.14 12-storey CRSBF and BRBF sliding component median velocity spectra 

Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show the median sliding spectra for the 12-storey structures. 

In general, more sliding was experienced at DBE level in the CRSBFs which was consistent 

with the larger magnitudes of PFA and floor spectra in the CRSBF system. For larger values 

of µ ≥ 0.35, the BRBF generally did not experience any sliding at median levels while both 

CRSBFs experienced some sliding with the exception of floors ten and eleven. For smaller 

values of µ (0.05 to 0.3), at all floor levels above the ground floor, the β = 25% CRSBF 
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averaged sliding component displacements and velocities that were 15.5 cm and 48.8 cm/s 

larger, respectively, than in the BRBF, while the β = 90% CRSBF averaged sliding 

displacements and velocities that were 4.1 cm and 25.3 cm/s larger than in the BRBF. Of 

the three building heights, the difference in average sliding displacement and velocity 

demands between the CRSBFs and BRBFs was the largest for the 12-storey structures. At 

¼ DBE level, negligible sliding was experienced in all designs for µ ≥ 0.2. For µ ≤ 0.15, 

sliding displacement demands were much more similar between the two systems with the 

β = 25% CRSBF averaging only 1.1 cm more sliding displacement than in the BRBF and 

the β = 90% CRSBF averaging 1.4 cm less sliding displacement than in the BRBF, 

although the amount of sliding was small in all cases. 

Although observing the PFAs were not a steadfast rule for predicting the amount of sliding 

displacement and velocity in the CRSBFs and BRBF, they did provide a starting point for 

which structures would experience the most sliding at any given floor. As discussed above, 

the persistence of the excitation likely brought the comparison or sliding demands closer 

than would be expected based on large difference in PFAs between the two systems, likely 

due to the BRBFs having longer fundamental periods than the CRSBFs. Consistent for all 

three structure heights was that the sliding displacement and velocity performance at DBE 

level was generally worse in the CRSBFs than in the BRBF structure. When comparing 

only the CRSBFs, at the 3 and 12-storey building heights, the β = 90% CRSBFs typically 

had lower median sliding displacements and velocities than the β = 25% CRSBFs. 

However, for the 6-storey structure, the sliding component performance was very similar 

when comparing the two CRSBF designs (with the exception of very small values of µ), 
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which is consistent with the similar PFAs and floor spectra peak magnitudes between the 

two 6-storey designs. Although the stiffness of the frame and the elastic vibrations of the 

frame in its natural modes are likely the main influencers of nonstructural component 

performance in CRSBFs, the results from the sliding component analysis reinforced the 

observation that, in terms of the base rocking joint design, the R value of the CRSBFs seems 

to have an influence on nonstructural component demands, where designs with a lower 

rocking moment and more flexible frame typically experienced lower floor accelerations, 

sliding displacements, and sliding velocities. 

6.4 Unanchored Rocking Components 

Median rocking spectra were generated for blocks with three different slenderness angles: 

10◦, 15◦, and 20◦, at block sizes ranging from Rblock = 0.2 m to 2.0 m. As previously 

mentioned, the results show block rotation, θ, as a ratio of the slenderness angle of the 

block, α, with a ratio of 1 representing a block that has overturned. The rocking spectra for 

the 3, 6, and 12-storey structures are shown in Figure 6.15, Figure 6.16, and Figure 6.17. 

 

Figure 6.15 3-Storey CRSBF and BRBF rocking component median rocking rotation spectra 
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Figure 6.15 shows that at DBE level the most slender block (α = 10◦) overturned for almost 

all block sizes, in both of the 3-storey structural systems, except for Rblock ≥ 1.6 m in the 

β = 90% CRSBF. For blocks with slenderness of α = 15◦, the rocking spectra showed very 

similar performance between the two systems at the second floor, which was surprising 

considering the CRSBF PFAs were on average 86% larger than the BRBF PFA at this floor. 

At the third floor, the β = 90% CRSBF experienced the least amount of rocking, with no 

block exceeding a normalized rotation of 0.11 of α = 15◦, followed by the BRBF, which 

experienced overturning at blocks smaller than Rblock = 0.6 m and an average normalized 

rotation of 0.38 of α for blocks larger than Rblock = 0.6 m,  and then finally the β = 25% 

CRSBF had the largest rotations, experiencing overturning for blocks smaller than 

Rblock = 1 m and larger rotations than both other designs for larger blocks. The stockiest 

block (α = 20◦) experienced the least amount of rocking, with only the β = 25% CRSBF 

showing blocks overturning at median levels for blocks less than Rblock = 1 m in size and 

only at the roof level. Also notable was that the rocking spectra for the stockiest block better 

represented the PFA distribution between the three designs, where in this case the rocking 

block in the BRBF structure experienced the less rocking than the CRSBFs at the second 

floor and roof levels where the average PFAs were 86% and 124% larger in the CRSBFs, 

respectively, and minimal rocking was experienced at the third floor not just in the BRBF 

but in the CRSBFs as well, where PFAs were the smallest of any level (above the ground) 

in the CRSBFs. With regards to the two other slenderness angles, at DBE level the β = 90% 

CRSBF generally had better performance of rocking components than the BRBF, and the 

β = 25% CRSBF experienced comparable or only slightly worse rocking component 
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performance, a surprising result considering the disparity in acceleration-sensitive attached 

component performance between the two systems. These observations suggest that, similar 

to sliding component displacements, PFA may not be the best indicator of rocking 

component performance, with the possible exception of stockier rocking components. At 

¼ DBE level, for almost all rocking component slenderness angles and sizes, rocking was 

negligible at all floors. The exception was for rocking components at some floor levels for 

α = 10◦, where some of the smallest block sizes experienced overturning, with better 

performance in the CRSBFs than in the BRBF. 

 

Figure 6.16 6-storey CRSBF and BRBF rocking component median rocking rotation spectra 

The median rocking spectra for the 6-storey structures are shown in Figure 6.16. Similar to 

the 3-storey structure, the most slender block overturned frequently in the 6-storey structure 
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at the DBE level. Although the PFA at all floor levels was larger in the CRSBFs than in the 

BRBF, the α = 10◦ DBE level median rocking spectra show that rocking component 

performance in the CRSBFs was generally better than the performance in the BRBF, 

especially at floors two to five where overturning was experienced in the CRSBFs for 

blocks smaller than around Rblock = 1.2 m, whereas the BRBF experienced overturning at 

all block sizes below Rblock = 1.8 m. For the α = 15◦ block, from floors two to four the 

rocking component performance was similar between the CRSBFs and the BRBF, where 

only blocks smaller than Rblock = 0.6 m overturned. At these floors, for blocks of 

Rblock = 0.8 m and larger, block rotations were similar between the CRSBFs and BRBF. At 

floors five and six the CRSBFs performed better than the BRBF, with a median normalized 

block rotation for blocks Rblock ≥ 0.8 m of about 0.08 in the CRSBFs and 0.3 in the BRBF. 

Rocking components also overturned more frequently in the BRBFs at these floors at block 

sizes smaller than Rblock = 0.8 m. These storeys had the smallest discrepancy in PFAs 

between the CRSBFs and BRBF, but still the PFAs were higher in the CRSBFs than the 

BRBF at these floors. For block slenderness of α = 20◦, similar to the 3-storey structure the 

performance of the rocking components at the DBE level was better in the BRBF, which 

experienced almost no rocking rotations. Although, overturning was only seen in the 

CRSBFs at the second floor and roof levels for the Rblock = 0.2 m block, and the average 

normalized rocking rotation in the β = 25% CRSBF and β = 90% CRSBF for Rblock ≥ 0.4 m 

was only 0.07 and 0.08, respectively. As was the case with the 3-storey structure, the 

CRSBF rocking component performance was either similar to or better than the BRBF 

performance for slenderness angles of α = 10◦ and α = 15◦ and was slightly worse than the 
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BRBF rocking component performance for α = 20◦. Also notable was the fact that in the 3-

storey CRSBFs, the β = 90% CRSBF performed better than or similar to the β = 25% 

CRSBF, whereas in the 6-storey structure the β = 25% CRSBF and β = 90% CRSBF 

rocking component performance was very similar. This was expected considering the floor 

acceleration performance of both CRSBFs was similar for the 6-storey structure. At ¼ DBE 

intensity for both systems, the median responses of the α = 15◦ and α = 20◦ rocking 

components experienced no rocking. For the α = 10◦ rocking component, the CRSBFs 

generally showed comparable and sometimes better rocking component performance than 

the BRBF. 
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Figure 6.17 12-storey CRSBF and BRBF rocking component median rocking rotation spectra 
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The median rocking spectra for the 12-storey structures are shown in Figure 6.17. Similar 

to the 3 and 6-storey structures, the α = 10◦ rocking components experienced overturning 

at the majority of floors for the majority of block sizes at DBE intensity, with the exception 

of the β = 90% CRSBF where some of the rocking components larger than Rblock = 1.2 m 

did not experience overturning from floors 5 to 11. The α = 15◦ rocking components 

experienced better performance in the BRBF than the CRSBFs from floors two to seven 

where the differences in PFA between the two systems was the largest. At these floors 

rocking components generally began overturning at sizes less than Rblock = 0.6 m in the 

BRBF and Rblock = 0.8 m in the CRSBFs. However, once the size of the rocking component 

exceeded Rblock = 0.8 m, the components generally did not overturn in either system. From 

floors two to seven, for block sizes larger than or equal to Rblock = 1.0 m, the average 

normalized rotations in the β = 25% CRSBF, β = 90% CRSBF and BRBF were 0.4, 0.37, 

and 0.19, respectively. At floors seven to eleven where the PFAs were more comparable, 

for the α = 15◦ rocking component, rocking demands were generally comparable or better 

in the β = 90% CRSBF than the BRBF, and slightly worse in the β = 25% CRSBF. As a 

comparison between PFA and rocking demands, at floor ten where the β = 25% and 

β = 90% CRSBF PFAs were 97% and 78% of the BRBF PFA, respectively, the rocking 

component performance was markedly better in both the β = 25% and β = 90% CRSBF, 

with average block rotations for all block sizes of 21%, 10% of α, respectively, compared 

to an average rotation of 42% of α in the BRBF. Finally, for the α = 20◦ rocking component, 

similar to the 3 and 6 storey structures, negligible rocking was experienced in the BRBF 

whereas the CRSBFs experienced a larger amount of rocking and even overturning for the 
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smallest sized blocks at some floor levels, especially in the β = 25% CRSBF at the higher 

floors. Again, PFAs were a better indicator for rocking component performance for the 

stockiest block. This is evident again at the 10th floor where PFAs were very similar 

between the β = 25% CRSBF and BRBF and so too were the magnitudes of the rocking 

spectra. At ¼ DBE level, similar to the 3 and 6-storey structures, both systems experienced 

negligible rocking response for the α = 15◦ and α = 20◦ rocking components. For the α = 10◦ 

rocking components, at lower floor levels where the ¼ DBE PFAs were slightly larger in 

the CRSBFs than the BRBF, the rocking component performance in the CRSBFs were also 

worse, with some smaller sized rocking components overturning at a few of the floor levels. 

At floors 10 and 11 where ¼ DBE PFAs were slightly higher in the BRBF, the BRBF 

rocking component demands were higher than in the CRSBFs. This observation was in 

contrast to the observations at the higher DBE level intensity where PFA performance did 

not seem to predict the rocking component performance of the slender α = 10◦ rocking 

components. 

In summary, in contrast to the acceleration-sensitive anchored component and sliding 

component performance results, the demands on rocking components between the CRSBFs 

and BRBF were much more comparable. For rocking components with slenderness angles 

of α = 10◦ and α = 15◦, the CRSBFs generally had similar and sometimes better rocking 

component performance compared to the BRBF, whereas the stockiest rocking component 

(α = 20◦) experienced better performance in the BRBF. Overall, a comparison of the three 

different building heights showed that while the trends in rocking spectra comparing the 

varying designs and block slenderness angles were typically similar across all three 
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building heights, the 12-storey structures saw overturning of rocking components begin at 

slightly larger block sizes, followed by the 3-storey structures and finally the 6-storey 

structures. When comparing the two CRSBFs, rocking component performance in the 

β = 90% CRSBF was typically similar to, or better than the β = 25% CRSBF for the 3-

storey and 12-storey structures, which was expected based on the relative performance of 

floor accelerations between the two designs. However, for the 6-storey CRSBFs, rocking 

component performance was very similar between the two designs which aligns with the 

previous observations of anchored and sliding component performance. The similar 

rocking component performance in the 6-storey CRSBFs again suggests that the amount of 

supplemental energy dissipation provided in the base rocking joint design does not have a 

significant impact on nonstructural component performance, whereas the designed rocking 

moment and stiffness of the frame likely play a larger role. This suggests that CRSBFs 

designed with the smallest base rocking moment and most flexible frame (the β = 90% 

CRSBFs), while still meeting their target drift and structural member performance, seem 

to experience lower demands on acceleration-sensitive nonstructural components. 

6.5 Effect of CRSBF Grounding on Nonstructural Component Performance 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, one concern for nonstructural component performance in 

CRSBFs is whether the CRSBF hysteretic response transferring from a low lateral stiffness, 

during rocking, to a high lateral stiffness, after grounding, can lead to a spike in the lateral 

floor accelerations or sliding/rocking component response. To study this concern, the 

responses of the various types of anchored and unanchored nonstructural components are 

plotted alongside the column uplift history of the CRSBFs. Figure 6.18 shows the floor 
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acceleration response and pseudo-acceleration response for anchored components with 

periods of 0.15 s and 0.44 s in the 3-storey β = 25% CRSBF during the Superstition Hills 

ground motion (Poe Road recording station). The two anchored component natural periods 

coincided with local peaks in the floor spectra near the first- and second-mode periods of 

the CRSBF. This ground motion was just under the 84th percentile in terms of PFA at the 

roof level and was chosen in order to assess a ground motion with significant floor 

accelerations while also having clearly defined cycles of CRSBF grounding. Vertical lines 

are plotted alongside the responses to denote a grounding event of the rocking frame. A 

positive value of column uplift coincides with the CRSBF displacing in the positive lateral 

direction. 
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Figure 6.18 3-storey β=25% CRSBF column uplift, floor acceleration, attached component, sliding component and 

rocking component time-history responses during the Superstition Hills, Poe Road ground motion 

The responses show that the floor accelerations and pseudo-accelerations of the anchored 

components did not experience any significant spikes following CRSBF grounding, but 
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rather exhibited similar magnitudes and frequencies before and after grounding. Figure 6.18 

also shows the effect of frame grounding on a sliding component with µ = 0.2, a friction 

coefficient that was deemed low enough to examine the effect of CRSBF grounding on a 

sliding component with a marked amount of sliding. Again, at each floor level there did not 

seem to be any significant changes in either the displacement or velocity response of the 

sliding component after grounding of the frame. Finally, the rotations of three rocking 

components of slenderness α = 15◦ varying in size from Rblock = 0.6 m to Rblock = 1 m are 

also plotted alongside CRSBF grounding for a wider time range in Figure 6.18. For the 

rocking components that did not overturn, the results did not show any notable changes in 

the magnitudes or rate of increase of the rocking rotations immediately after CRSBF 

grounding compared to the general magnitude and frequency of the rotation response prior 

to grounding. 
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Chapter: 7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

As the field of earthquake engineering pushes towards developing more resilient seismic 

force resisting systems, Controlled Rocking Steel Braced Frames (CRSBFs) have gained 

increased attention as a potential high-performance structural solution to limit structural 

damage and residual drifts. However, the performance of nonstructural components can 

also have a significant impact on building occupant safety and economic losses experienced 

during a seismic event. Because the plastic mechanism of a CRSBF is uplift and rocking 

of the frame rather than distributed plasticity of the structural members, concerns have been 

raised about the performance of nonstructural components in the system being influenced 

by effects that are not experienced in a conventional seismic force resisting system, namely, 

significant higher-mode vibrations during rocking leading to increased floor acceleration 

responses, and the potential for the transition from low to high lateral stiffness as the frame 

transfers from rocking to grounding to cause a lateral jerking effect that could adversely 

impact the response of anchored and unanchored components. While previous studies have 

analyzed the performance of nonstructural components in CRSBFs to some extent, they 

have been limited in the number of storeys, base rocking joint design variations, and 

nonstructural components considered. Furthermore, the validity of the aforementioned 

concerns for nonstructural components specific to CRSBFs have not been explored. This 

study compared the seismic performance of anchored and unanchored nonstructural 

components in CRSBFs with differing base rocking joint designs, to the performance in 
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BRBF structures, while also exploring what the main influencing factors are for 

nonstructural component demands in CRSBFs.  

For building heights of 3, 6, and 12-storeys, nonlinear time-history analyses were 

conducted on two CRSBFs with large differences in supplemental energy dissipation 

(β = 25% and β = 90%), and one Buckling Restrained Braced Frame (BRBF). Because 

nonstructural components can be displacement-sensitive or acceleration-sensitive, the 

effective force reduction factor of the designs was iterated until the median peak interstorey 

drifts were within 5% of the target design interstorey drift of 1.5%, thus suggesting a similar 

performance of displacement-sensitive components. The structural results showed that the 

CRSBF frame members were capacity protected from elastic buckling at the 84th percentile 

level with the exception of the 12-storey β = 25%, though this result was not expected to 

affect the analysis of nonstructural components at a median level. The residual drift 

performance was much better in the CRSBFs, which self-centred after the design basis 

earthquake (DBE) level events, whereas the BRBFs experienced median residual drifts of 

around 0.35% to 0.4%, with many ground motions causing residual drifts greater than 

0.5%.  

The performance of acceleration-sensitive anchored nonstructural components of varying 

natural periods was assessed using elastic floor spectra. Considering rigid anchored 

components (periods of less than 0.06 s), the peak floor accelerations showed that at DBE 

level the CRSBFs experienced an amplification of the peak ground acceleration at most 

floors, whereas the BRBF peak floor accelerations were lower than the peak ground 

acceleration. For all building heights, the distribution of peak floor accelerations generally 
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followed the shape of the third mode in the CRSBFs but followed the shape of the first 

mode in the BRBFs. At ½ DBE intensity, the peak floor accelerations were more 

comparable but still slightly higher in the CRSBF than in the BRBF at most floors, while 

at ¼ DBE the peak floor accelerations were very similar between the two systems and were 

magnified relative to the peak ground acceleration in both systems. At DBE level, the 

spectral pseudo-accelerations were larger in the CRSBFs, with peaks forming near the 

higher-mode periods of the rocking frame, compared to the BRBF floor spectra which saw 

a capping and spreading over wider ranges of periods due to the elongation of the natural 

periods of the frame as the braces yielded. The floor spectra magnitudes generally became 

comparable or larger in the BRBF than the CRSBF at longer periods, relevant for isolated 

components, but in the range of periods relevant for most anchored components (0 to 0.3 s) 

the large peaks at the higher-modes of the CRBSF showed that the acceleration-sensitive 

anchored component performance was markedly worse in the CRSBF across all structure 

heights at DBE level. As the earthquake intensity was reduced to ¼ DBE, the floor spectra 

magnitudes became much more comparable between the two systems, although, because 

the CRSBFs were typically stiffer than the BRBFs, the spectral accelerations near the 

higher-modes were generally closer to the range of relevant natural periods for anchored 

components in the CRSBF than in the BRBF. The similar peaks in floor spectra magnitude 

between the two systems at ¼ DBE level was attributed to the fact that at median levels the 

BRBF structures were just barely beginning to yield and therefore were not able to take 

advantage of the spreading and capping effect on the floor spectra caused by yielding. This 

is the most important observation in comparing the performance of acceleration-sensitive 
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nonstructural components between CRSBFs and conventional systems with distributed 

plasticity, as the trade-off for the intended structural benefit of maintaining elasticity in the 

frame members, was large, concentrated peaks in floor spectra that were formed due to the 

frame vibrating in the higher-mode frequencies.  

This study also analyzed the performance of two common types of unanchored 

nonstructural components: sliding and rocking components. The performance of sliding 

components at DBE level was also generally better in the BRBFs than the CRSBFs, where 

sliding displacements and velocities were larger in the CRSBFs at most but not all floors. 

This observation matched up fairly well with the relative differences in peak floor 

accelerations between the two systems, although at friction coefficients below 0.2, the 

sliding displacements and velocities were much closer between the two systems. At ¼ DBE 

level, sliding component performance was similar between the two systems, although 

negligible sliding occurred for components with friction coefficients greater than 0.2. These 

results were also fairly consistent across all structure heights. In contrast to the performance 

of anchored components and sliding components, the performance of unanchored rocking 

components was generally similar between the two systems at DBE level, especially for 

the two more slender components of α = 10◦ and α = 15◦, where performance in the CRSBFs 

was similar or sometimes even better that of the BRBFs. The stockiest rocking component 

with α = 20◦ experienced better performance in the BRBF, more consistent with the lower 

values of peak floor accelerations for the BRBF. At the ¼ DBE level, the two stockier 

rocking components experienced negligible rocking response, whereas the α = 10◦ rocking 

component did see overturning for some of the smallest sized components. 
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Some of the driving influences for nonstructural component demands in CRSBFs were also 

examined. In order to compare the influence that the base rocking moment and 

supplemental energy dissipation had on the floor spectra, nonlinear-time history analyses 

were repeated for the two CRSBF base rocking joint designs, which varied in rocking 

moment and supplemental energy dissipation, using the same frame members for both 

CRSBFs. The results suggested that the amount of energy dissipation provided in the 

CRSBF base rocking joint design had a minimal effect on the floor spectra magnitudes, 

particularly in the higher-mode period range of the CRSBF, and the differences were more 

influenced by differences in the base rocking moment. 

Finally, to investigate any potential effects of the CRSBF grounding on the response of the 

nonstructural components, the floor accelerations, anchored component pseudo-

accelerations, sliding component, and rocking component responses were analyzed. There 

was no indication that the transition of the system transferring from a low lateral stiffness, 

during rocking, to a high lateral stiffness, at grounding, led to any spiking effects in the 

floor accelerations or noticeable changes in the response trend of the nonstructural 

components. Also explored was whether or not the higher-mode effects, known to increase 

CRSBF member forces, would also lead to an increase in floor acceleration response. 

Although it was true that large peaks in floor spectra did occur at the higher-mode rocking 

periods of the CRSBFs, the concentration and magnitudes of these peaks compared to the 

BRBF floor spectra suggested that the acceleration response was likely driven by the fact 

that the CRSBF did not experience member yielding, and therefore was not relieved from 
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vibrating in its elastic modes during each ground motion, rather than the CRSBFs 

experiencing a significantly larger participation of higher modes compared to the BRBF. 

Overall, the results of this study demonstrated that over a range of varying structure heights, 

the demands on anchored and unanchored nonstructural components were typically larger 

in CRSBFs than in a BRBF. This was primarily a consequence of capacity protecting the 

frame members to remain elastic, rather than a product of abrupt stiffness changes while 

rocking or significantly larger participation of the higher modes. 

7.2 Recommendations 

Moving forward, it will be important to determine if nonstructural component demands in 

the CRSBF system exceed levels deemed acceptable by typical design standards, as large 

demands on nonstructural components not only threaten the economic viability for using 

this self-centring system, but can also pose a significant health risk to occupants in the 

structure. This is particularly the case for anchored components, where significant 

differences in peak floor spectra magnitudes between the CRSBF and BRBF system may 

not just be an economic concern for using CRSBFs, but a safety concern. For example, in 

the case of installing a common suspended ceiling system which has shown adequate 

seismic performance in structures with conventional seismic force resisting systems with 

distributed plasticity, the large peaks in CRSBF floor spectra suggest that the suspending 

ceiling system has the potential to experience demands that are multiple times greater than 

potentially expected. As the CRSBF system pushes towards becoming a fully codified 

system in many design standards, the consideration of these large magnitudes in floor 

spectra is imperative. From an economic point of view, although CRSBFs provide 
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structural advantages over using a conventional system, if the trade-off for this structural 

performance is significant losses due to nonstructural component performance, the 

resiliency and economic viability of using CRSBFs as a high-performance solution may be 

hindered. 

When considering the influence that CRSBF design decisions have on nonstructural 

component performance, this study showed that the amount of energy dissipation provided 

in the base rocking joint design had a negligible influence on floor acceleration demands 

when considering CRSBFs of similar stiffness and rocking moment. However, during the 

CRSBF design process the amount of energy dissipation did have an impact on the base 

rocking moment and frame member capacity designs, both of which seem to influence 

nonstructural component performance. At all building heights, the CRSBFs designed with 

more energy dissipation were able to meet their target drift performance while having a 

lower rocking moment, and more flexible frame, which in general resulted in lower 

demands on acceleration-sensitive anchored components, unanchored sliding components 

and unanchored rocking components. This result makes sense when considering that 

seismic hazard, defined by a response spectrum, generally reduces in pseudo-acceleration 

as the period of a structure gets longer (with the exception of very short periods). Therefore, 

the recommendation to a CRSBF designer considering the performance of nonstructural 

components would be: CRSBFs designed with the most flexible frame and lowest rocking 

moment possible, provided the target interstorey drift performance, frame member capacity 

design objectives, and collapse performance of the design are still maintained, will 

generally experience lower demands on nonstructural components; and the best way to 
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achieve this type of design is with a larger amount of energy dissipation provided in the 

base rocking joint design. Nevertheless, this design recommendation does not always lead 

to a significant improvement in nonstructural component performance (as was the case for 

the 6-storey CRSBFs) and therefore a potential area of future research could be developing 

mitigation strategies for reducing demands on nonstructural components in CRSBFs while 

attempting to maintain the structural performance of the system. 

Finally, the results of this study leave two important questions and potential areas of future 

research on the performance of nonstructural components in CRSBFs and their viability as 

a high-performance seismic design solution: at what point do the demands on nonstructural 

components in CRSBFs change from simply being an economic consideration to a public 

safety concern, and what is the cost-benefit or loss estimation comparison of using CRSBFs 

over conventional seismic force resisting systems with distributed plasticity, accounting for 

both structural and nonstructural costs? 
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Appendix A: Final Design Frame Sections 

Table A.1 3S-β25 CRSBF frame members 

Storey Brace Column Beam 

1 W310x283 W310x500 W200x86 

2 W310x179 W310x500 W310x226 

3 W310x500 W310x500 W200x42 
 

Table A.2 3S-β90 CRSBF frame members 

Storey Brace Column Beam 

1 W310x179 W310x283 W200x52 

2 W250x131 W310x283 W250x131 

3 W310x283 W310x283 W200x42 
 

Table A.3 3S BRBF frame members 

Storey BRB Core Area (mm2) Column Beam 

1 4597 W250x89 - 

2 3710 W250x89 - 

3 1855 W250x89 - 

 

Table A.4 6S-β25 CRSBF frame members 

Storey Brace Column Beam 

1 W310x202 W360x509 W200x71 

2 W250x167 W360x509 W200x52 

3 W250x115 W310x500 W200x52 

4 W250x131 W310x500 W200x59 

5 W250x131 W310x313 W310x202 

6 W310x415 W310x313 W200x42 
 

Table A.5 6S-β90 CRSBF frame members 

Storey Brace Column Beam 

1 W250x167 W310x342 W200x52 

2 W250x131 W310x342 W200x42 

3 W200x100 W310x313 W200x42 

4 W250x101 W310x313 W200x46 

5 W250x115 W310x179 W250x115 

6 W310x226 W310x179 W200x42 
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Table A.6 6S BRBF frame members 

Storey BRB Core Area (mm2) Column Beam 

1 6129 W360x196 - 

2 5806 W360x196 - 

3 5323 W310x117 - 

4 4516 W310x117 - 

5 3226 W200x52 - 

6 1694 W200x52 - 

 

Table A.7 12S-β25 CRSBF frame members 

Storey Brace Column Beam 

1 W310x313 W360x900 W250x149 

2 W310x283 W360x900 W250x115 

3 W310x253 W360x900 W200x100 

4 W310x202 W360x900 W200x86 

5 W310x158 W360x900 W200x71 

6 W250x167 W360x900 W200x86 

7 W310x179 W360x818 W200x86 

8 W310x202 W360x818 W200x100 

9 W310x202 W360x744 W200x86 

10 W310x179 W360x744 W200x71 

11 W250x167 W360x592 W200x42 

12 W250x89 W360x592 W200x42 
 

Table A.8 12S-β90 CRSBF frame members 

Storey Brace Column Beam 

1 W310x283 W360x551 W250x115 

2 W310x253 W360x551 W200x100 

3 W310x202 W360x634 W200x86 

4 W310x158 W360x634 W200x59 

5 W250x149 W360x634 W200x59 

6 W250x131 W360x634 W200x71 

7 W250x167 W360x592 W200x86 

8 W310x158 W360x592 W200x86 

9 W310x179 W360x509 W200x86 

10 W310x158 W360x509 W200x59 

11 W250x149 W310x415 W200x42 

12 W200x100 W310x415 W200x42 
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Table A.9 12S BRBF frame members 

Storey BRB Core Area (mm2) Column Beam 

1 8387 W360x551 - 

2 8226 W360x551 - 

3 8226 W360x421 - 

4 8065 W360x421 - 

5 7903 W360x314 - 

6 7419 W360x314 - 

7 6935 W360x196 - 

8 6290 W360x196 - 

9 5323 W310x117 - 

10 4194 W310x117 - 

11 3145 W200x52 - 

12 1694 W200x52 - 
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Appendix B: Floor Spectra with Extended Period Range 

 

Figure B.1 3-storey CRSBF and BRBF median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ=2% and extended period 

range 

 

Figure B.2 6-storey CRSBF and BRBF median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ=2% and extended period 

range 
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Figure B.3 12-storey CRSBF and BRBF median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ=2% and extended period 

range 
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Appendix C: CRSBF Floor Spectra with Identical Frames and 

Extended Period Range 

 

Figure C.1 3-storey CRSBFs designed with identical frames, median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 

with extended period range 

 

Figure C.2 6-storey CRSBFs designed with identical frames, median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 

with extended period range 
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Figure C.3 12-storey CRSBFs designed with identical frames, median pseudo-acceleration floor spectra with ζ = 2% 

with extended period range 


